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Purpose and Scope 
 

Leny Woods are situated in Callander Parish, on Leny Estate, which seems to have been a discrete 

unit for most of its history. This chronology of the woodland management is abridged from the 

accompanying complete report. Apart from this brief initial summary, the detailed interpretation of 

the documentary record is outwith the scope of the study. The initial search was for information 

about charcoal production specifically on Leny estate, but as very little data remained, the scope 

was rapidly widened. It included the general history of wood cutting, the associated contracts 

selling the growing wood for defined periods, and conditions of sale. The Buchanan of Leny papers 

in the National Records of Scotland consist primarily of title deeds and charters, and contain very 

few factors’ or financial records that might illuminate the approach to forestry and arboriculture.  

 

Some relevant papers may exist locally at Cambusmore estate, but it was not possible to visit. 

Consequently, archives of the 18th century Commissioners on the Forfeited Estates, and of the 

Dukes of Montrose, were consulted for insights about surrounding areas. This gave context, 

contemporary woodcutting contracts, and activities similar to those occurring on Leny. Much of 

Forfeited Estates information covered the neighbouring Barony of Strathyre, which like Leny, 

adjoins Loch Lubnaig.  

 

The Carron Company contracted with Leny’s proprietrix, Elizabeth Buchanan to cut and charcoal 

her woods from 1759 until at least 1763. Their letter books provided detailed data on practice, 
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costs and yield, as well as charcoal, iron ore and coal consumption at the furnace. J M Lindsay’s 

pioneering 1975 thesis on the early modern woodlands of Perthshire, and more recent 

compilations by historians like T C Smout, also contributed material. Digital newspaper archives, 

the usual Statistical Accounts and Agricultural Surveys supplied further evidence, although further 

research obviously remains to be done.  

 

The national census was examined at 20 year intervals, ie in 1841, 1861 and 1881, to see if 

peripatetic bark or charcoal makers could be identified, but either the season was wrong, or they 

are not present. Nevertheless, all wrights, foresters, gardeners, or any worker or artisan connected 

with timber, minerals, trees or woodworking in any way, including smiths (charcoal), were 

extracted. They are not included in this text for reasons of space and relevance.   

 

The Duke of Montrose’s Muniments supplied early 18th century, fixed-term wood-cutting contracts 

following stereotyped formats, with bark sold at Linlithgow, Glasgow and Stirling. This project 

concerns charcoalling, and so Achray Ironworks (or ‘Grahams Mill’), a very early industrial outlier in 

Perthshire, was considered. It was potentially an end-user for any charcoal produced from the 

Grahams’ 1735-40 wood crops, or cut harvests. Unfortunately, Achray had apparently ceased 

production from c1730, and the fragmentary records match the slight archaeological traces found 

in 1997. 

 

The only such contract found for Leny is dated 1734, when the Grahams of Blaircessnock 

purchased the growing timber for seven years. The Grahams recur frequently, either ‘of 

Shannochill’, or ‘of McKeanston’, and seem to be identical with the Blaircessnock family, though this 

is still unverified. They also sell timber to Carron, and their roles as intermediaries and 

wood-dealers and merit research.  

   

The 1734 wood contract was both economically important to the Buchanan family, and socially 

significant. It was a primary means of regular income during the 1730s, and was used as ‘proof’ of 

the economic potential of the woods during enquiries by the Forfeited Estates Commissioners.  

 

The most vivid, if unexpected, personality of the mid- and later 18th century is Elizabeth Buchanan, 

who inherited Leny in her own right, in 1740, possibly as its first-ever female laird. Her husband and 

cousin, Francis Buchanan of Arnprior, arrogantly and erroneously assumed ownership of Leny 

(normally, husbands did officially control all of their wife’s property). However, for technical 

reasons, the entire estate legally belonged to Elizabeth herself. In 1746, Francis, a Jacobite, was 

executed for high treason and his lands of Arnprior, Strathyre and Leny were confiscated by the 

Crown. Hence the various government surveys of their new assets, listing minerals, forestry, 

farmland types and rental incomes. This has all given a detailed picture of Leny and neighbouring 
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Strathyre, and the Leny Wood contract is sometimes mentioned as one of the few relevant 

previous valuations for Leny.  

 

Elizabeth was outraged that her private property had been confiscated for her husband’s actions, 

and in 1751, successfully recovered it in court. She proved that she was the owner in her own right 

(which for a married woman was highly unusual), and that it should never have been forfeited. 

Again, in 1768, she took a financial claimant to court, and the Leny Wood contract featured as 

proof her accuser had already been paid with the growing-timber income by 1740.  

 

Another sign of Elizabeth’s forceful personality is that she is the sole female correspondent in the 

Carron Iron Company’s first letter-book, between 1759-16. She had arranged to sell the right to 

cut each years’ growth of Leny Woods, for at least 3 or 4 years, from 1759, as had other proprietors 

such as the Earls of Dunmore and Errol, and Duke of Hamilton. This was one of the few sources that 

supplied precise evidence about where, when and how much charcoal was made from various 

acreages of trees, and of which species.  

 

The vast Carron archives give figures for expected and actual charcoal yields of Tannochside, 

Bothewell and Leny Woods compared, the fuel consumption of forges and transport cost for bark 

and charcoal, as well as how much charcoal various experts estimated each sack should contain 

(with dimensions of the containers). These documents alone would absorb many researchers in 

future.  

 

The Forfeited Estates papers (1748-85) show the management structure, cutting regimes and petty 

rivalries on Strathyre, which remained confiscated until 1785, when annexed properties were 

restored by the Crown. One noteworthy event was the ‘collective action’ of a group of Strathyre 

tenants accused of stealing wood in 1783. The named men (no women!) ‘entered into a combination 

and daringly in face of Court absolutely refused to pay’ their fines. They then further offended the 

Baron Court by ignoring it, and jointly paying for an appeal to the Forfeited Estates Commissioners. 

The scandalised court officials saw this as anarchy and mob rule.  

 

The earliest newspaper advertisement for wood sales appears in 1785, when Leny’s owner was 

Thomas Buchanan of Spittal. The first press notices for cutting hags for coppice wood are dated 

1851. The rare survival of an accounts book among the more general Buchanan of Leny papers, 

shows detailed curation of three hags or areas of cutting during the 1830s. From 1829-38, there 

are also cost and prices for building dykes, buying repairing kilns, labourers’ wages and generally 

managing Leny’s commercial and garden trees.  
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There are fewer original estate records from Leny for the period after 1850, except some isolated 

contracts for drainage, ditching and rentals with deductions for plantations on former fields. 

Further estate vouchers and factory accounts may remain at Cambusmore, but access was not 

possible. The Callander Heritage Society have two late Victorian photographs of charcoal 

production at Cambusmore, but most of their collection comprises secondary sources. Three sets 

of census data were surveyed for Callander parish, for the years 1841, 1861 and 1881. A search 

was made for any wrights, foresters or woodsmen specifically on Leny estate. There were no 

identifiable bark-peelers, or charcoal burners, and the lists are omitted for reasons of length.  

   

The documentary record was not followed past the early 20th century, due to time constraints. New 

uses for charcoal emerged during the 20th century, eg in gas mask filters during both World Wars. 

This could be explored in any follow-up studies. The Forestry Commission began felling trees for 

wartime use around Callander as is noted in the papers, and the removal of timber from Leny 

Woods themselves was painted and exhibited in 1918.  

 

Apparently the history of the Forestry Commission’s ownership of the site since 1954 has been 

lost, and should be reconstituted for future reference. Apparently the FC do not maintain their own 

archives, but the detailed typescripts of over 80 woodland histories, all compiled by the Forestry 

Commission, exist in the National Records of Scotland. The survival of these items suggest that the 

possible existence of other files elsewhere deserves further, and immediate investigation.  

 

Timeline 
 

Leny Estate owned by the Buchanans of Leny from Detailed ownership history is outside the 

abbreviated scope of this chronology, which focuses primarily on information to inform the 

woodland history.  

 

c1392 - The Buchanan family became lairds of Leny when John, son of Sir Walter Buchanan of that 

Ilk, married the heiress Janet de Lany, in the late 14th century. (Smith 1896, 291). 

 

1696 - The estate continued in the unbroken possession of the Buchanan family. In 1696, the 12th 

Laird, Henry Buchanan married firstly Janet, daughter of John Buchanan of that Ilk (Smith 1896, 

295). Their children included Colin (d1734), Robert (d1739), Elizabeth (d1776) and Margaret (d 

between 1776 and 1791). Henry was widowed and remarried, but his first family inherited the 

estate. (Smith 1896, 295). 

 

1711 Jan 16 and 23 – Due to the lack of surviving archives for Leny’s 18th century (and earlier) 

woodland management, some samples of neighbouring growing timber contracts were examined. 

These included an agreement between the Duke of Montrose leasing woods to Donald Govan elder 
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and younger, merchants in Glasgow, and William Smith in Cameron; contract duration 7 years, 

costs 15,000 merks Scots or £10,000 Scots. 

 

Montrose dispones standing timber, bark and bough in Sallochies Wood, parish of Inchcailloch [not 

the island]; standard clauses about paling the dykes with timber, cutting and peeling according to 

accustomed practice; the Duke gives the Govans and Smith, ‘the haill carriage of bark payable out of 

the Barony of Buchanan’ , viz 80 horseloads, or ‘carriages’, each year during the first 7 years 

contracted; each bag of bark not exceeding [blank] in weight, and the 80 horseloads will be taken to 

Linlithgow or a similar distance.  

 

Time in compensation to fulfill contract in case of civil war, pestilence or other calamity; Payment of 

installments of 2,000 merks each year at Candlemas [2 Feb]; each years’ harvest was to leave ‘fifty 

maiden trees of the largest size of great hoggit wart with timber and rambell sufficient for paleing the out 

sydes and divisions of the saids wood’. [NRS, GD220/6/580/1]  

 

1715 – 1724 - First Jacobite Rebellion and Wade and Caulfeild’s Military Roads. The government 

undertook a programme of road building etc. There exists an undated condition survey, and scheme 

of improvement by General George Wade (NLS, Acc.10497 Wade.58m, at 

https://maps.nls.uk/view/00001162). The earliest assigned date is 1724, but according to Canmore 

(HES heritage portal), the military road from Stirling- Tyndrum-Fort William, was built through the 

Pass of Leny in or about 1749 (HES, Canmore Site No NN60NW 50.00, Covering road from 

NN6499 0671 to NN6000 0879). The military road passes through Callander heading WNW 

towards the Pass of Leny (HES, http://canmore.org.uk/site/72294). This would have enabled faster 

transport of charcoal, but was ‘too late’ for the sale of Leny Woods in 1734 (see entry for that year).  

 

Noted beside the diagrams are: ‘Road from Edr, Stirling down in Monteeth already cart road to 

Kilmehug, 32 miles.’ ‘Kilmahug’ is marked ‘1’ and the south end of ‘Loch Lubnig 1 mile long’ is marked 

‘2’. … From Killmehug figure 1 to Achintarin figure 9 is of miles 21; all of it ane inland countrie well 

peopled, to help the work. … The most work [improving roads] is from figure 1 to figure 3’. 

 

The legend at the top of the plan reads: 

‘Number 1: Kilmehug begins the road, which is to be mended. From this figure [1] to number 2 is a mile and 

a half, a wood and stonie, no hills, nor precipice. One little step in the wood to be filled up with stone and 

lime and made smooth. It is easily made cart road, belongeth to Buchanan of Lenie’.  

 

2. From this to the figure 3 is about two miles. By widening the mouth of Loch Lubnig which is easily done, 

being in a meadowby only a length of a hunder yards, the loch would run out so as the low way that is 

markt the side of the loch would be always draye [dry] and good road. And the upper road as it is markt is 
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bad, and a side of a hill. This belongs to Stirling of Kire is called Lochlubnigside. By any means the mouth of 

the loch must be widened, one side is Stirling of Kire, other side is Lord Perth.’ 

 

Leny still estate marched, with or bordered on, the lands of Stirling of Keir in the 19th century.  

 

1717 Mar 23 - Due to the lack of surviving archives for Leny’s 18th century (and earlier) woodland 

management, some samples of neighbouring growing timber contracts were examined. These 

included a contract between the Duchess of Montrose [in absence of her husband, the Hanoverian 

1st Duke, due to his political career], and James Forrester [or Forester], brother of David For[r]ester 

of Polder, and John Williamson in Duntreath.  

 

They bought the right to cut the growing timber and bark of the park of Mugdock for 4 years for 

£4,000 Scots; they had the carriage of all the bark to Linlithgow or Glasgow, and could grass 4 cows 

and 2 horses in the wood. Stools to be cut and cleared sufficiently in each year’s hag; pale dykes to 

be erected between each years’ hags. Standard clause about ending cutting by 15 may, removing 

shrubs and bushes, and additional time for fulfillment in event of war, disease or ‘any other public 

calamitie’. To leave as many young maiden trees as they cut old maidens. [NRS, GD220/6/580/4]  

 

1717 Nov 12 - Due to the lack of surviving archives for Leny’s 18th century (and earlier) woodland 

management, some samples of neighbouring growing timber contracts were examined. These 

included a Memorandum for the Hanoverian Duke of Montrose’s factor/administrator, Mungo 

Graham of Gorthie [also an MP, and receiver of customs in his own right]. The divisons of Menteith 

woods due for cutting, were to be apprised, cut in the proper season, and rouped. The forest is to be 

left until ‘the inquirer for building the barracks shall come down’ [national politics at local level; there 

were to be Hanoverian barracks at Inversnaid]. Arrange the policies around Buchanan House ‘in 

order to sett out the trees that are in the nursery’ without making the project extensive. [NRS, 

GD220/6/580/3]  

 

1718-30 – Achray Ironworks; the emergent iron industry and local exploitation of woodland still 

largely depends on Lindsay’s PhD of 1974. The original documents concerning the Achray 

ironworks are hampered by two or three sheets of appalling handwriting NRS, RH15/120/91/). The 

script is not only archaic for 1723, but practically illegible, irrespective of date. The lack of detail 

about the ironworks’ later fate suggests that more research is required (Lindsay 1974 Vol 2, 566-8; 

NRS, RH15/120/91). 

 

The Achray ironworks is relevant to consideration of Leny, because a large lease of Leny’s woods 

was purchased by the Grahams of Blaircessnock in 1734, and ran for 7 years until 1740. The 

destination of the cuttings is not known, but the context of other (albeit earlier) woodland leases is 
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relevant. They provide context for the Graham’s possible uses of the Leny woods, even though 

Archray had ended c1730. Smout et al (2005, 238) summarise the enterprise, dependant on 

Linday’s works. The original papers mentioned in the footnotes have, in addition, also been 

consulted by the present author.  

 

Two Irishmen, John Smith of Castlefinnan, Donegal and John Irvine of Newtonwood in Co Tyrone, 

purchased a lease [tack] from the Duke of Montrose in 1718. They could cut the annual growth of 

oaks in Inchcailloch parish (aka Buchanan parish) for 4 years, and in Menteith for 7 years, paying 

£2000 Sterling in total (NRS, GD220/6/580/5). Lindsay wrongly identifies the woods as only on the 

island of Inchcailloch, which is disproved by the alternative parochial name, ‘Buchanan’, being 

randomly substituted in the contract.  

 

Lindsay (1974, 567-8) also confusingly seems to state that Smith alone, by a second tack of 1718 

(NRS, GD220/6/580/6), had the right to build an iron-mill. The manuscripts clarify this - the right to 

erect a mill was given to the partnership of Smith and Irvine by the first tack of 1718 (NRS, 

GD220/6/580/5). Smith’s second, solo tack of 1718 does not mention physically constructing any 

kind of ironworks.  

 

Smout (2005, 238) states that the Achray project was ‘primarily for tanbarking, but they [had] right to 

make charcoal, to prospect for iron ore and to build an iron-mill. In the event the ironworks (just a large 

bloomery and forge) was financed by Glasgow and Dumfriesshire Scots’. Smith seems to have 

relinquished the partnership, and the farther distant oakwoods were sold on, with the Achray 

production deriving primarily from the nearby birches (Lindsay 1977, 55). 

 

The standing ‘instructions to the clerk’, dated 1723, elaborate on the bloomery: ‘2nd That he keep a 

regular lea[d]ger for the cast me[t]all he receives … and charge himself with the scraps or oar to be deliverd 

him at the Forge by Mr Smith … and that [the clerk] debitt the bloomers of each herth with the q[uan]t[i]ty 

theirof [scraps and ore] delivered them. … carriage of the barr iron plates … 3d That in case we goe on with 

the project of blooming scraps with sinders that he cause an exact tryall to be made … of the quanity of 

Danish sinders each ton of iron takes’. (NRS, RH15/120/91).  

 

John Wilson, one of the managers, writes from Grahame’s Mill [presumably the ironworks] on 23 

August 1723, ‘Releive [sic] me out of this thraldome by speedy sending up of some mo[ne]y, for this 

unhappy crew are like to tear me in pieces [sic] … The men consume a prodigious quantity of coalls in the 

plateing. The hammer and anvil have been broken, the hammer several times’, (ibid). 
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Smith’s use of birch was much cheaper than oak, and the enterprise went under various names. 

From the surviving documents it was ‘Auchray’, the ‘iron miln in Monteith’, ‘the Iron Forge Cunpanie’ 

[sic], ‘Grahams Mill’, ‘the Forge’, ‘The Iron Works of Auchray’, ‘Grahames Mill’, ‘the Iron Forge in Monteath’, 

 

They also had a ‘Co[m]p[an]ys boat upon Loch Katharine’, which required repairs, and its clerk in 1722 

was one Donald McLaren. John Smith is called ‘of Kiltower’ in 1723. A reckoning from 1730, or 1738 

(the present author, like Lindsay 1977, 55 prefers the latter date) lists the final partnership as 

Richard Graham, [Baillie] William Anderson, William and John Gordon [of Kirkconnall, Collector of 

Excise at Glasgow] and the dominant and recurrent shareholder, James Graham of Kilmannan (in 

Dunbartonshire). There is further information about contemporary charcoal use, although more 

distantly located from Leny, in Lindsay 1975, 1977; and Lewis 1984.  

 

Lindsay comments on the 1724 account of the Archray works (see entry for 1724); he says it was 

probably at the west end of Loch Achray. During walkover surveys in 1997, two possible mill dams 

were identified at NN496 065 (Cullen and Tompsett 1997; HES, MS725/129). These were on the 

short Water of Achray, between Lochs Katrine to the west, and Achray to the east (Canmore ID 

23915; Site No NN40NE 1). The dams are over 2m high, cut from boulders and have been linked to 

the ironworks (HES, NN40NE 1). The remains of two water-driven hammers (now lost) were visible 

in 1910. 

  

The receipts for teind and stipend from the minister of Aberfoyle confirm that the iron works were 

within the ‘toune and lands of Auchray’, in that parish (NRS, RH15/120/91, discharge from Rev Wm 

Fisher at Aberfoyle, 10 June 1723). The bounds of that parcel of land almost certainly appear on an 

estate map, and would locate the works more securely.  

 

Lindsay says this confirms the 1724 parish account by Graham of Duchray (below, 1724), and that 

the manufactory was supplied by the woods on Loch Katrine, the only extensive stretch of 

birchwood in Menteith, and accessible for charcoal making and delivery to the iron-mill (Lindsay 

1974 Vol 2, 567; 1977, 56). Achray iron-mill may have ‘continued with charcoal bought from other 

estates or from the bark merchant cutting the oak woods’, although Lindsay did not find site rents after 

1728 (ibid, 568). 

 

1718 April 18 - Due to the lack of surviving archives for Leny’s 18th century (and earlier) woodland 

management, some samples of neighbouring growing timber contracts were examined. These 

included an agreement at Glasgow, between the Duke of Montrose’s Commissioners, and John 

Irving in Newtoun Wood, Co Tyrone, and John Smith of Castlefinnan in Donegal. By which, Irvine 

and Smith have purchased the standing timber, bark and bough in Duke’s woods in Menteith in the 

division or third of the woods ready to be cut, viz woods of Inshrie and Craiguchty, from Duncan 
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McKerrocher’s house to the Mill of Aberfoyle and others named; excepting timber for paling the 

dykes; to be cut, pealed and transported using ‘all common passages’;  

 

Inchcailloch is here used as another name for modern Buchanan Parish, rather than specifically for 

the island in Loch Lomond, because it is used interchangeably with its synonym, Buchanan. Smith 

and Irvine buy the Inchcailloch woods for 4 years, to enter April 1719, and the divisions are to be 

meited out by the Duke’s overseer; other woods for 7 years. Lindsay (1974 Vol 2, 567) wrongly 

identifies the contract as being restricted to the island, which had given its name to the wider 

parish.  

 

Buyers to have ‘haill carriage of bark payable yearly by … tennents of Buchanan and Montteith 

re[s]p[ect]iv[l]ie for transporting the ordinar number of bags of bark from any part of the forsaids woods 

the saids John Irving and John Smith shall appoint’. The tenants’ labour services will transfer to the 

Irishmen, and carry bark to take the bark to the customary towns, which in other leases are 

Glasgow and Linlithgow [centre of the shoemaking industry in Lothians]. Buyers have right to 

pasture 4 horses in Inchcailloch and Menteith woods for the duration of the cutting seasons.  

   

The price for the woods is £2,000 sterling, paid in three installments, or moieties, of £333/5/8½d, 

and two of £214/5/9d, between Candlemas 1719, and 1 May 1724. The woods are to duly and 

sufficiently cut, and the hags red [cleared out] in due season; in each year’s cutting in Inchcailloch 

50 maiden trees, of the largest size of great hodget-ware [hodget = hogshead wooden cask, now 54 

Imp gall]; and in each years’ cutting in Mentheith woods, 100 maiden trees of the above sizes to be 

left. Also leave uncut enough timber and ramble [brushwood, small or crooked branches] for paling 

the outsides and divisions of the said woods, as is customarily done.  

 

The commissioners grant ‘tollerance and allowance … of making charcoall of the timber of the saids 

re[s]p[ect]ivie woods as they shall think convenient … without prejudice of the stooll of the wood. As also 

making pitts, and casting feall [turf] and divot for that purpose. As Als[o] of digging and winning of all iron 

mines they can find within his Graces’s lands of Monteith and Buchanan ’. Buyers to make good any 

damage. ‘And sicklike of casting peitts and turffs within any parte of the saids lands witout any 

consideratione to be given by them therefor’. [This means, the buyers’ rights to dig peat are all 

included].  

 

The Duke also grants them: ‘ Item of building an iron milne and houses for your servants working at the 

said milne upon any convenient place within the saids lands, and of making dams and watter loads for the 

same ’. This may be the lades or traces of dams found by the Survey for Scottish Water, in 1997 

(HES, MS725/129; HES, Canmore ID 23915, Site No NN40NE 1, permalink 

http://canmore.org.uk/site/23915). 
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‘Declaring alwayes that in cais of intestine war, pestelance or oth[e]r publick calamitie which shall happen 

to be in the countrie during the forsaid space apointed for cutting’, they shall get ‘as much time allowed 

after after stopping of the saids calamties as they shall instruct themselves to have been impeded or 

retarded by the samin’. In case of civil war, any extension required to fulfill the contract is to be 

decided upon by the buyers themselves, which seems very trusting of their objectivity and fairness! 

[NRS, GD220/6/580/5] 

 

1718 Oct 9 – This contract fulfills two functions in this report; firstly, it illustrates the fuel 

acquisition requirements of the nascent iron industry, and the putative local market for the 

Grahams of Blaircessnock’s purchase of Leny woods in 1734. Secondly, due to the lack of surviving 

archives for Leny’s 18th century (and earlier) woodland management, some samples of 

neighbouring growing timber contracts were examined. These included a contract made at 

Glasgow, of wood between commissioners of the Duke of Montrose and John Smith of Castlefinnan 

in Donegal 

   

The Duke dispones [sells] ‘the standing and lying timber bark and bouth growing, lying and standing in 

his Graces’ woods in the re[s]p[ect]ivie places following: Culugartmore, Culugart [etc]… except ramble and 

timber for peilling the haill oak wood in the bounds above wr[itt]in. to be cutted, peilled, sold & transported 

by all common passages [existing paths] by the said John Smith … during the space of ten yeares … with 

power ... to make charrcoall of the timber of the saids repurd woods as they see convenient. As also of 

making pitt [peat] and casting feall [turf] and divot [sods] for that purpose’.  

   

Smith pays the Duke 4,000 merks Scots in 4 installments, once a year, from 1719 to 1722. He will 

ensure the woods are duly and sufficiently cut, as other growing woods are customarily cut, and the 

wood is to be ‘deully somed and haind’, or assessed for ?livestock capacity or profit, and hedged. 

 

Dictionary of the Scots Language:  Soum, Som, v.2 a. To ascertain how many ‘soums’ or units of 

grazing animals land can sustain. 2. The unit of grazing land, which can support a specified number 

of cows, sheep, etc. Hainit, haned. Enclosed or protected by fences, hedges, protected by an 

enclosure. 

 

The woods must be cut ‘beginning at the one end of the wood and cutting straight foreward to the other 

end. And every hag or yeares cutting red [cleared out] in dew tyme of year. … Smith [must] cutt all maner of 

timber within the bounds forsaid to which there is access … and life. So as the stooll of the woods may be 

improven to the best advantage. And when the said John Smith indends to purchase of the present tennant 

subtacks … to part of the … woods …. He shall … not to allow cows, goat or any othr cattell which may any 

wayes prejudge the young grouth of the woods now sold ’. [NRS, GD220/6/580/6] 
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1720 Jan 12 - Due to the lack of surviving archives for Leny’s 18th century (and earlier) woodland 

management, some samples of neighbouring growing timber contracts were examined. These 

included a contract between the Duke of Montrose and James Forrester (or Forester), 1720; part 

of Mugdock Woods, for 7 years, at 7,000 merks Scots; the tenants of Mugdock, Fintry and Dundas 

had to carry the whole bark each year, to the distance of Glasgow or Linlithgow; the purchaser had 

the right to build houses in the woods for his and his servants’ accommodation [presumably while 

making bark]; there was a refund or reduction made to Forrester/ Forester, dated 27 Dec 1738, 

‘due to the deficiency of bark carriages’; either all of Forrester’s right to transport wasn’t provided, or 

he didn’t take full advantage of it, and was duly reimbursed. [NRS, GD220/6/580/7] 

 

1723 – ‘A Description of the Paroch of Callender 1723’, is contained in Macfarlane’s Geographical 

Collections Vol 1, pp133-6, but this brief account does not mention the Leny woods. Landmarks, 

rivers and lochs are noted with distances from the parish church. The description is anonymous.  

 

1723 – Factor’s Financial Accounts, Montrose Estates Payments from 1722, 1723, concerning the 

woods of Menteith and Buchanan, purchased by John Smith and James Irwin [also called ‘John’ and 

Irvine/Irving] of Ireland. The money is delivered by James Graham of Kilmannan, who later seems 

to take over most shares of the Achray iron furnace. ‘Cash Book F’, for 9 May 1722 states that 

previously ‘the remainder of the saids woods [Menteith, Buchanan Parish] [have been] sold to James 

Forester by a contract ’. (NRS, GD220/6/30 Cash book ‘F’ 1721-29, p508). Unclear if Smith and Irvine 

have sold on their contract, or if the woods they don’t lease have been sold by the factors.  

 

1723 – Death of Henry Buchanan, the 12th Laird of Leny. He was succeeded by his son, Colin 

Buchanan, 13th of Leny, who never married and was childless. (Smith 1896, 295). 

 

1724 – Alexander Graham of Duchray wrote a very short account of ‘Callander Paroch’ in 1724’, 

printed in Macfarlane’s Geographical Collections (Mitchell (ed) 1906, I, 335-7), in which the only 

mention of trees is: ‘There is a great deall of oak and birch woods in this paroch’ (ibid, 337). It is 

topographical, concentrating on rivers, lochs, ruined chapels, churches and Bochastle Roman Fort. 

 

1724 –The description of Abefoyle Parish by Alexander Graham of Duchray is more informative 

than that of Callander. ‘In this paroch [Aberfoyle] are plenty of oak and birch woods[.] [T]hree miles north 

from the church on the confines of the paroch of Callander is a new set up iron work where is made very 

good iron partly of [ore] got in the country and partly of iron scraps got from Holland by the managers of 

the work. The charcoal made use of for refining the iron is made of birch timber, cut out of a large birch 

wood near the iron work’. (Mitchell (ed) 1906, I, p343). 
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1728 Jan 11 & 13 – As a comparator to the Leny contract of 1734, a few wood contracts on the 

Montrose estates were examined. Duke of Montrose’s Commissioners make contract with 

Alexander Wright of Powside, to sell growing timber of all sorts, and bark, from 1728 to 1735, for 

28,000 merks Scots; excluding the trees in the new enclosures; but including those in Galschart, 

Runnagour, Craigmuck, Daleane and Blairinross, and those above Lochard, all in one of the three 

woodland divisions of Menteith, ‘ as they were last cutted by John Graham of Mackeanstoun … to be 

peilled, sold and transported’ according to use and wont, between 1 May and 1 July in each year, for 7 

years, at 4,000 merks p/a.  

 

John Graham is the former exploiter of this wood, and he is probably identical with Graham ‘of 

Blaircessnock’, who cut Leny woods in 1735-40. If the Leny and Lochard contracts are at all 

analagous, this 1728 deed says that the produce will be ‘ordinary bags of bark not exceeding 8 stone’ , 

and transported to Glasgow or anywhere equidistant. Usual Montrose clause about ‘in case of 

intestine war, pestilence or any other publick calamitie ,’ extra time will be allowed for completion of 

terms. [NRS, GD220/6/580/11] 

 

1729 May 14 – As a comparator to the Leny contract of 1734, a few wood contracts on the 

Montrose estates were examined. Articles of roup of wood of Kincardine, within wood-dykes, for 

24 years. 24,000 trees that were not maidens, to be excluded. Cutting oak to cease on 1 July 

annually, and hag to be cut and cleared before 1 Nov annually. The hag has a paling about it, and the 

wood behind the axe be constantly enclosed, and the arable and grass before the axe may be 

worked by the purchaser. The wood cutter shall have the use of 40 horses yearly, for carrying the 

bark, or a merk [13/4d Scots] for each horse, under the pre-exsiting leases between the Duke and 

his feuars.  

 

The offerers or bidders I the auction were William Maitland in Mill of Ogilvie, and Robert Graham, 

brother of John Graham of McKamstoune [McKeanstoun]. Graham won the bids with 64,200 

merks Scots, and he seems to be the brother of Graham of Blaircessnock (see 1734). [NRS, 

GD220/6/580/12] 

 

1734 Feb 12 – John and Robert Graham of Blaircessnock buy 7 years’ cutting of Leny Woods. This 

father and son are probably ‘of McKeanston (various spellings), and ‘of Shannochill’, but it has not 

been possible to discover much about them. The elder, John was still alive in 1761, and they were 

seem to have been timber merchants, or middlemen, but did not leave wills. The Leny tack mentions 

timber and bark, but not charcoal. 

   

The purpose for which they purchased the tack of the wood harvest at Leny is not known. 

Frustratingly the destination of this produce is also obscure, especially as nearby Achray Ironworks 
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seems to have gone out of use before 1730 (see entries for 1718, above; Lindsay 1977, 55-6). Lorn 

Furnace was not founded at Bonawe until 1753 (Lindsay 1975, 285), and other local ironworks 

have not been identified. Charcoaling is not mentioned, so the main by-product was probably bark.  

   

This is intriguing, as the military roads at Callander were planned in 1728, but not yet built, and any 

friable, delicate charcoal, along with bark, must have been transported by packhorse. The tack was 

successfully completed in 1740, so the Grahams obviously had a ready market for the wood, bark, 

and charcoal if any. But what was the end-use, and where? The bark was readily saleable in Stirling, 

or Linlithgow, which had a thriving shoemaking industry. The wood itself could have gone partly to 

cooperage for whisky, as Peter Buchanan of Spittal, a relative of laird Colin Buchanan of Leny, was a 

distiller in the 1730s (NRS, GD161/21/1, p8). One of Colin’s sisters was married to Peter’s brother. 

The contract does not specify charcoal, so perhaps there was none burnt under this agreement. 

 

Wood Contract - Notes on the wood contract between Colin Buchanan of Leny, John and Robert 

Graham of Blaircessnock, written at Burn of Ruskie, 12 Feb 1734. (GD161/24/2). This is an edited 

precis, not an exact textual transcript: 

 

Colin Buchanan of Leny sells to John Graham of Blaircesonoch [Blaircessnock] and Robert Graham 

his eldest son the whole natural wood growing within the barony of Leny, except the whole young 

wood growing east from the Gartmoig and up to Ballochgey as the wood enclosure goes. This will 

exclude Craigbae, also the little park immediately above the fore-garden of Leny, as also all kind of 

young wood down from the ash planting at the back of the east orchard of Leny, to the bridge of 

Ballimenoch.  

 

And from thence down the burn on both sides to Little Leny with the wood growing on Little Leny 

itself, together with these young [trees] eastward from the east point of Islandmore [in River Teith] 

in Kilmahog, down to the waterside and so on to the said Little Leny, with all kind of wood growing 

upon any part of Little Leny.  

 

[p2] Excepting 3 old oak trees growing above and west from the Pass of Leny which are reserved 

for the use of Leny mills. Colin Buchanan promises not to sell any of the excepted woods, until the 

entire woods sold to the Grahams are all cut down, along with their whole bark and bulk of the 

wood. 

 

The Grahams shall have the right to cut, lead and away-take the said whole of the purchased 

growing timber, bark and bough, with the reservations aftermentioned, sell use and dispose of 

same, with unrestricted access for cutting and removing wood and bark, for 8 years, beginning 

cutting of oak each year between 1 May (from 1734) and ending yearly on 3 July. 
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[p3] Grahams must begin their first hag or year’s cutting of the principal oaks below the high road, 

which grow through the wood down to the waterside, as the principal wood goes. Then they are to 

begin at the west end of the road, and cut directly (as nearly as possible) in a straight line. This line 

goes from the road to the head of the wood, until they reach the wood’s east end.  

 

John and Robert Graham ‘being allowed to cutt before the ax, in each hagg, what baron timber they 

think proper’, cutting the oak as above. Near Candlemas [2 Feb] immediately after the cutting of 

each separate hag, John and Robert must remove, and clean from stock, all the cut timber lying on 

the ground. If any cut timber is found lying at the stock after 2 Feb, it shall belong to Colin 

Buchanan. 

 

Likewise the Grahams shall leave ‘1,000 maiden or young spare oak trees at proportional distances of 

the grossness of 8 inches round and six quarters high from the stock at least ’, but they are not to be left 

in a stock. If the woods’ future growth would be impaired [p4] by losing this number, height and 

dimension of trees, the forester (who will mark them yearly before cutting) must judge how many 

the woods can afford to lose.  

 

The purchasers must leave enough paled oak wood to sufficiently fence each year’s cutting. They 

should begin the first fencing along the lower side of the road, and there from a leggate [liggat = 

Small self-closing/swing gate, separating pasture from arable; Concise Scots Dictionary] at the West 

end of the highway to the head of the wood and so on. Annually to leave enough paled oak as will 

fence each hag from leggate to leggate, at the roadside up to the head of the wood, until all the 

principal oak is cut and fenced. 

 

[p5] John and Robert Graham shall pay Colin Buchanan 20,000 merks Scots by equal proportions at 

8 yearly terms, viz the first installment of 2,500 merks at Whitsun [15 May] 1735, with a fifth as 

penalty in case of failure; thence 2,500 merks Scots at Whitsun yearly. 

 

[p6] John and Robert Graham must cut the whole wood and leave the ‘stock, stools thereof 

sufficiently and faithfully cutt and dight [by] 2nd of February [Candlemas] next … immediately after each 

cutting … [any] damage in wrong cutting … is to be determined by men of skill’ . An immediate payment of 

30 guineas was to be made to Leny’s aunt, his brother and sister Margaret – it was a ‘compliment’, 

and not part of the price. 

 

[p7] Drawn by by a lawyer from Balfron, the witnesses are John Haldane of Lawick, Francis 

Buchanan of Arnprior, James Fairfoal of Breandam and Dugal Cameron. Registered 13 Feb 1735. 
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1734 - The estate continued in the unbroken possession of the Buchanan family. Their children 

included Colin, 13th laird (d1734), Robert 14th laird (d1739), Elizabeth 15th laird, called ‘Lady Leny’ 

(d1776), and the 16th laird or proprietrix, Margaret (d between 1776 and 1785). (Smith 1896, 295).  

 

1734 Sept 14 – Robert Buchanan declared heir to his elder brother Colin, who has died 

unexpectedly. Robert succeeds to Leny estate as the 14th laird. [NRS, GD161/21/1, p12].  

   

1735 Feb 10 – Robert Buchanan ‘ inexperienced in business and facile in his disposition, the 

management of his affairs was conducted by Provost MacAulay’, his father-in-law. Archibald MacAulay 

had been provost of Edinburgh from 1727-9, and was to hold the office twice more. It is not clear 

whether Robert was mentally ill, disabled in some way, or whether he was otherwise irresponsible 

and could not be trusted with anything of importance. [NRS, GD161/21/1, p12] 

 

1739 – Death of Robert Buchanan of Leny (Smith 1896, 295 ). He is succeeded as 15th laird by his 

elder sister, Margaret Buchanan of Leny and Arnprior, who is named as his official heir (‘retoured’) 

in January 1740. She may be the first female laird, as proprietrix in her own right, and dies without 

children (see entry for 1776) [Smith 1896, 295; NRS, GD161/21/1, pp8, 59, 81]. 

Elizabeth Buchanan of Leny (c1701-76) 
 

Elizabeth emerges as a formidable figure in her own right; she is angry at her husband for 

administering her estate on her behalf, ‘the wood sale did not fall under ius mariti … Provost MacAulay 

settled with Arnprior rather than his wife who was the proper party, but it seems her husband had taken 

this upon herself’, unknown to her’. [NRS, GD161/21/1, p77]. 

 

This left her with considerable legal problems after his death, untangling her affairs from his, 

especially as his estates were forfeit for treason, and hers were wrongfully included in the 

confiscation. This may have left her without a house or income befitting her station, She took cases 

against the government’s managers of Leny Estate (Barons of Exchequer) to the Court of Session in 

1751, and won. Leny was returned to her ownership.  

 

She also sued for dismissal of unjust claims for debts in 1769, and was again successful. She is the 

only female correspondent in the Carron [Iron] Company’s first letter book from 1759-61, showing 

she is running her own affairs to a great degree, rather than relying solely upon a male factor. 

Elizabeth died in 1776, having already settled her estate to her own satisfaction. In her typically 

single-minded and organised fashion, she wrote a ‘deed of entail’, which ensured that her wishes 

were enacted after her death. She was childless, so could specify to whom her estate of Leny would 

descend, and avoid unwelcome family squabbling. Her unmarried sister Margaret, and then her 

former brother-in-law and cousin, Thomas Buchanan of Spittal, were to succeed her (see 1776).  
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1740 Dec 30 – The Grahams of Blaircessnock have successfully completed and paid in full, for the 

lease of the growing woods, and annual cutting, of Leny Woods in 1734. The completion of the 

agreement is the discharge by Francis Buchanan of Arnprior, who has assumed [mistakenly – see 

1746] the administration of Leny on behalf of his wife, the proprietrix. 

 

‘Discharge Arnpryor to John and Robert Graham, of the price of the wood of Lenny 1740 ’ 

[Notes and summary – not exact transcription] This receipt, or acknowledgement that payment has 

been received is made by Francis Buchanan of Arnpryor. John Graham of Blaircessnock and Robert 

Graham his eldest son, contracted with the late Colin Buchanan of Leny on 12 Feb 1734. They have 

paid him 20,000 merks Scots as the price of woods sold to them, in 8 equal portions [with 

annualrent/ interest] from Whitsun 1735.  

 

It was completely paid to the late Robert Buchanan of Leny, who succeeded Colin in Sept 1734. 

Robert Buchanan assigned this contract to Archibald McAulay, a [repeatedly-elected] provost of 

Edinburgh [his father in law], in Feb 1735. [Here follows a chain of financial transactions using the 

value of the contract as security]. On 28 June 1740 Archibald McAulay returned the contract to 

Francis Buchanan. The Grahams have fully paid all the installments due, Francis Buchanan 

discharged them of 20,000 merks due as the said price of the woods. Signed ‘at Leney’, 30 Dec 1740. 

[NRS, GD161/24/2]. 

 

1746 – Background to the confiscation of the Arnprior Estates, of which Leny was a part.  

The Jacobite rising collapsed in spring 1746, and many estates belonging to participants were 

forfeited to the Crown by the Vesting Act, signed on 17th June 1747. The Scottish Exchequer 

thereafter investigated the properties’ extents, appointed factors, collected rents and paid 

creditors.  

 

Arnprior Estate, belonging to Francis Buchanan of Arnprior, was thus confiscated, and until 1755 

the estate was under the management of the Barons of Exchequer. The territories affected were 

Arnprior Estate, parish of Kippen; Barony of Strathyre; Stank and Curanoch, parishes of 

Balquhidder and Callander. The estate of Leny was also assumed to belong to Francis Buchanan, 

until his widow and cousin, Elizabeth Buchanan, legally proved that she was the sole owner in her 

own right, and it was restored to her. Summarised from the National Records of Scotland Online 

Catalogue at 

https://catalogue.nrscotland.gov.uk/nrsonlinecatalogue/details.aspx?reference=E738&st=1&tc=y

&tl=n&tn=n&tp=n&k=&ko=a&r=e738&ro=s&df=&dt=&di=y 
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1746 Sept 22 - ‘Trial from nine in the morning till five in the afternoon; ten witnesses appear’d on behalf 

of the King and three on behalf of the prisoner; and at last he was found guilty’. Francis Buchanan of 

Arnprior executed in Carlisle shortly afterwards. London Evening Post 30 Sept - Oct 2, 1746, 1 

 

1748 Sept 16 - Francis Grant’s survey on Leny Estate for the Barons of Exchequer; This brief 

summary of the main income of Arnprior combined estates includes Leny, in right of laird Francis 

Buchanan’s wife. However, Francis has mistakenly, or arrogantly, appropriated his wife’s 

pre-marital property, which was excluded from his control [the ‘ius mariti’] by a legal technicality. 

(See entry for year 1751 Jan 11) 

 

‘I have surveyed the estates which sometime belonged to Francis Buchanan … Arnpryor … Lenie in the 

Parish of Callander, and Strathyre, Stank and Cuiranoch in the parishes of Balquhidder and Callander ... 

the yearly gross rent of the whole amounts to £4271.17.5 Scots, 15 bolls one firlot meal, 4 stone 3 pound 

of butter, 3 stone of cheese, 73 hens, 142 poulty or chickens, 1440 eggs, one wedder, 1675 loads of peats, 

113 dargs and eight pints of usquabae, which victual & casualties being converted … at £6/5/- Scots per 

boll of meal, four merks for a stone of butter, two merks for a stone of cheese, 3/4d Scots each item, one 

penny sterling each poultry, one penny each dozen of eggs, £2 Scots for a wedder, one peny each load of 

peats, 3/4d Scots each darg, and one pound Scots for each pint of usquabae, being the common & ordinary 

conversions of that country. The gross rent in Scots money does amount to £4520/3/- from which being 

deduced £675/10/10 of publick burdens. … the free rent does amount to £3844/12/2 and in Sterling 

£320/7/8, 2/12d’ 

 

’The rental of … Arnpryor for Crop 1747 ... having been paid to the Lady Arnpryor, and the rents of Lenie, 

Strathyre, Stank and Cuiranoch for 1747 … paid to John Buchanan late factor upon the estate … at their 

entry [tenants] receive their houses in good condition, and are obliged to leave them so. Only the tenents of 

Strathyre are allowed timber out of the woods to keep thm in repair. Upon the estate of Arnpryor there is a 

small wood, which … may yeild about 1400 Scots eight years hence when it will be fitt for cutting.’  

 

‘There are likewise some young woods upon the estate of Lenie and Strathyre which have been cutt about 

five or six years ago. And it will be fifteen years hence before they be fitt for cutting again, when they may 

yield about 10,000 merks Scots. Allowing six years to pay the price and six years to cutt the wood, … I have 

likwise enquired for any houshold furniture in the house of Lenie where the said Francis Buchanan resided, 

but found … there was none that elonged to him, the same all having been carried off by the military along 

with the charter chest of the family, which was lodged in Stirling Castle, where it yet resides.’ Signed at 

Edinburgh, 16 Sept 1748. [NRS, E738/1/3 (2)] 

   

1748 July 27 - Sworn testimonies of tenants in Arnprior, Leny and Strathyre, as to conditions of 

their oral or written leases, amount of rents in cash or kind. Surveyor of Forfeited Estates: Francis 
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Grant; written at Edinburgh, 27 July 1748. These do not add any details for woods at Leny. The 

estate of Leny is included because it is being [erroneously] treated as the sole property of the 

attainted traitor, Francis Buchanan of Arnprior, and his wife Elizabeth has not yet reclaimed it as 

her own personal property. 

 

Notes: Typical witness statements include: Archibald Buchanan in Woodend of Leny has the meal 

mill of Leny, and pays for grazing horses in the eastern half of Little Leny. He must pay a quart of 

‘usqhay’ when he brews. Duncan Buchanan Is the miller at Mill of Leny, and also has a ‘sythe’ and a 

half of hay in Little Leny. Duncan Buchananof Auchlessie pays for two lime craigs of Leny; Andrew 

Dore in Farmiston renders the labour services of carting 50 loads of peat for the landlord. The 

waulk-miller at Leny carts 40 loads of peat. In Clockgeil, Patrick Buchanan pays in cash or kind, a 

quart of aquavita at Christmas or cash of 4/- Scots, as well as 6 poultry or their value converted as 

£1 Scots, and 4 loads of peat.  

 

Equivalents between payments in kind or labour is noted, so Patrick can substitute 6 ‘dargs’ or days’ 

labour, for the peats, or the amount of meadow he can scythe in a day. The tacksman [principal 

tenant with written rental], Robert Buchanan in Immararioch [Immerioch, or Newton in Strathyre] 

paid 8 scythes of hay and the haggage of a meadow, for the Park of Leny, and office houses there. In 

the absence of Lady Leny, the estate officer swore that the gardens of Leny were possessed by her, 

and were valued at 10 merks per year. 

 

In the Barony of Strathyre, the farmer of Stank had to pay £160 Scots and cart 60 loads of peat, if 

demanded. The tenant of Ardindam moved 6 loads of peat and four bolls of lime yearly to Leny 

House if requred. The other tenants depone or swear to their rentals and values, which is included 

in tabular form in this group of documents. The summary rental of Leny in 1748 is E738/1/2, but 

the exterior corrects the assumption that it was confiscated: ‘The estate of Leny, part of Arnprior’s 

estate, is d[iscern]ed to belong to the Lady ’. There is no mention of wood or timber in the columns 

which summarise the labour dues and render in kind. The produce used for payment includes meal, 

butter, cheese, hens, pultry, eggs, wedders [castrated male lamb], loads of peat, dargs [a day’s 

unskilled labour], loads of peat, and pints of whisky, or ‘usqubay’. [NRS, E738/1/1; tables 

summarising rentals, E738/1/2-5] 

 

1749 - Stirling to Tyndrum Military Road reaches Callander. After the 1745 Jacobite Rising, the 

huge road building project (which commenced after the 1715 Rising), was continued and 

accelerated. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military road, built in 1749, and it is 

possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the woodland (HES, Canmore ID 72296, 

Site No NN50NE 9; Permalink,  
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http://canmore.org.uk/site/72296). This was a major stimulus to the commercial exploitation of 

natural resources, such as woodland and mineral extraction, and enabled agricultural produce, and 

cattle, to be moved to lowland markets far more easily. The Callander village was laid out as a 

planned town by the Commissioners of the Forfeited Estates, who administered the confiscated 

lands of the former Earls or Dukes of Perth (Lords Drummond). Callander’s commercial 

development is however, outwith the scope of this report. See entry for 1715-24, which details 

Wade’s notes on the road north from Kilmahog to Balquhidder.  

 

1749 – Military Road along Loch Lubnaig – Notes from HES, Canmore: 

http://canmore.org.uk/site/72297 

The following information has been sourced from the official Scottish sites and monuments 

database, ‘Canmore’, formerly the RCAHMS: 

18th Century: Stirling - Tyndrum - Fort William Military Road Site Type MILITARY ROAD Canmore ID 

72297, Site No NN51SE 6. From the south the military road heads over a wooded hillock, passes Anie, and 

descends to the line now followed by the A84(T), linking with it at a point opposite the car park at the S end 

of Loch Lubnaig. Just S of the junction the military road traverses a ruined bridge (NN51SE 7). The line is 

then overlain by the modern road as it heads N up the lochside. Across the loch from Laggan Farm there is 

a regimental stone (NN51SE 6.01) at NN c. 566 147, bearing the date 1769 and letters which would 

appear to indicate that it was associated with the 4th Regiment (the King's Own Royal Regiment), who by 

that date must have been undertaking repairs and maintenance.  

 

There is a discrepancy in the S part of the military road shown on this map sheet, as far N as NN 5862 

1070, between the route shown by Roy (1747-55), which coincides with the line now followed by the 

A84(T) … which takes the form of a track going over the hill to the E of the modern road.’ Source: 

http://canmore.org.uk/site/72297, accessed 9 March 2019. [See also entry for 1715-24] 

   

1751 Jan 11 - Francis Buchanan’s widow and cousin Elizabeth, was heir to her deceased brother 

Colin Buchanan of Leny, in her own right, and the lucrative wood contract was not available to her 

husband. As long as she didn’t convert the contract into cash, she retained ownership, not Francis, 

although he high-handedly assumed that he had customary rights to Leny. Ordinarily most 

husbands would have quite legally, inherited their wife’s possessions as their own, because a wife’s 

legal personage was absorbed in her husband’s entity on marriage. However, as heiress to her 

brother in her own right, Elizabeth successfully argued in court that Francis’s attainder did not 

extend to her, and that her personal landed estate should be immune from confiscation (NRS, 

GD161/21/1, pp9, 13-15, 77).  

   

‘Submission for settling the succession of Francis Buchanan of Arnpior’, ledger of legal submissions; 

’Mrs Elizabeth Buchanan entered a claim to the Court of Session, excepting to this part of the survey [ie 
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including Leny in Arnprior], and praying [asking] to have it found that the lands of Leny belonged to her as 

her own property  (ibid, p9). 

 

On January, 1751, the Court of Session upheld Elizabeth Buchanan’s claim to Leny, which she had 

inherited on her brother’s death in 1740, ‘without prejudice to the Crown’s rights to any incumbrances 

affecting’ her husband’s former possessions. [GD161/21/1, pp10-11] 

 

1752 – No month or year – court case, and judgement, brought by William Monteith/ Monteath, 

factor of Arnprior for the Forefeited Estates, against a large group of named male and female 

tenants. They include the miller of Arnprior, the smith there, people in Arnprior fermtoun and Little 

Kip, and from Arnfinlay. They have since 1749, ‘cut, destroyed, or carried away a considerable quantity 

of the oak, elm, ash … growing in the wood or glen of Arnprior’. Those who plead guilty are fined £10. 

One admits cutting hazel and willow, someone says he only had 6 small sticks for heating, others 

say the factor gave them permission for fuel. Some refuse to plead, and are dealt with separately 

(not detailed). [NRS, E738/26/1-2] 

   

1752 Dec – State of the debts due to creditors on Arnprior estate of Francis Buchanan, submitted 

as part of court case for 1768 [see entry for that year]. [NRS, E738/9/1] 

 

1755 - The Annexing Act conveyed the management of the barony of Strathyre and lands of Stank 

and Curanoch to the Commissioners for the Annexed Estates. Arnprior, however, remained with 

Exchequer until 1770, when it passed to the commissioners. It was only in 1784 that Strathyre and 

Arnprior were restored to the Buchanan family. Elizabeth Buchanan, aka Lady Leny or Lady 

Arnprior, was already in control of Leny itself since winning her case in 1751. 

 

‘Thirteen forfeited estates, all located in notoriously Jacobite areas, were singled out for special attention 

by removing some of the basic causes of discontent. From December 1752 the 'Annexing Act' aimed to 

ameliorate Highland social conditions. Any profits from annexed property were directed to ‘civilizing the 

inhabitants upon the said estates … promoting … the Protestant Religion, … Industry and Manufactures, 

and Loyalty to his Majesty '. Summarised from the National Records of Scotland Online Catalogue 

Entry, at 

https://catalogue.nrscotland.gov.uk/nrsonlinecatalogue/details.aspx?reference=E738&st=1&tc=y

&tl=n&tn=n&tp=n&k=&ko=a&r=e738&ro=s&df=&dt=&di=y 

   

1755 July - Report on Callander Parish, and Leny Estate for the Commissioners of the Annexed 

Estates – Published in Wills, V (ed) 1973; [Original MS version of report on the Barony of Strathyre, 

quoted below, is at NRS, E738/58/1] 
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p4 Of the Barony of Callendar [Extracts from 1755 report]  

[p5] Situated upon both sides of the Water of Teith, and extends from south to north about five miles … 

The greatest part of this barony is under tack. The commence of these leases is from the 1742, 1743 & 

1744 and their duration is generally for nineteen years … The great road from Stirling to Fort William goes 

through this barony … 

 

[In margin: Accompt of the village of Callendar.] 

… The situation is extremely good, lying upon a piece of plain, dry ground upon the side of the River of 

Teith, … And now that there is a communication opened that way betwixt the Highlands & the low 

country, … business, commerce & manufactures might succeed in this place … The River of Teith runs 

through the middle of this barony … and is impassable for a great part of the year, except by a decayed 

timber bridge by the town end of Callendar. … The want of a bridge here will not only be a vast 

inconveniency … to the whole neighbourhood, as it is a considerable thorowfair. … 

[p6] This Miln of Tombea was built about the year 1736 and the barony of Callendar benorth the Water of 

Teith thirled to it. … This place lyes quite away from [its clients legally compelled to use Tombea mill.] The 

whole estate and wood of Leny, at least three or four miles long, ly[es] betwixt the said miln and the nearest 

part of the thirlage [obligatory users] to it. This incommodes the tenants excessively …. Tombea might be 

converted into a lint miln, which would be of great service to … Strathyre, a part of the annexed estate of 

Arnpryor [and to Callendar] … a new meal miln [could be] built in a centrical place. 

This barony is generally pretty good soil … of late years the tenants have been in use of laying lime upon 

their grounds … purchase[d] from a lime quarry on the estate of Leny in their neighbourhood, where 

considerable quantities are burnt yearly  

 

The woods now belonging to the estate of Perth in this barony [ie not part of Leny estate] are the woods of 

Gart, Murdiestoun, and some small parcels upon Clash and Balivicklauchlane, and are ready for cutting. 

Several proposals have been made for them to the factor; the highest was 5000 merks scots. It's believed 

they may sell for about £300 sterling or 6000 merks Scots. 

 

There is also a wood consisting mostly of oak upon Gartchonzie & Mains of Callendar, part of this barony, 

which is now twelve or 14 years old and was at last cutting sold to Alexander Buchanan of Duilater for 

6000 merks scots, but this was looked upon as a low price and to have been given him in consideration of 

his having had a very bad bargain of the woods of Gart & Auchinlaich, the above mentioned feued farm, 

when last cutt, by which he lost considerably. … There is some fir planting and some small quantity of ash 

at the Mains of Callendar, but not of any great value. The firs are daily rotting and decaying. 

   

[p9] The Barony of Strathgartney [North side of Lochs Katrine and Vennachar – not part of Leny] … The 

wood upon this barony is considerable and has been ready for cutting for some years past. When it was 
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last cutt it was sold to Stewart of Glenbuckie & Graham of Mackeanstown for 25, 000 merks scots. It's 

reckoned it will give now above 30, 000 merks. 

   

… As there is a considerable wood in this barony, it will be necessary to reserve the carriages of bark which 

the tenants there are presently liable for, and as they are liable to no other carriages, the bark carriage 

might be augmented, which will turn out to greater advantage to the proprietor in the sale of the woods 

than any so much of additional rent that could be laid upon the tenants, and be less felt by them. But in 

that part of the parish of Callendar called the barony of Callendar the rents have been raised so much that 

they can bear no additional carriages. 

 

… The farm of Bochastle at the east end of this barony is a very fine subject and might be greatly improved 

both for grass and corn. It lyes very convenient for the limestone quarry at Leany and at Tarndownan, 

neither of the two being a mile distant from it. The village of Callendar, likewise, is scarce a mile from this 

farm. It's of a pretty large extent and scarce one peice of the farm land but a plough might run upon. This 

farm ought to be inclosed and regularity subdivided and, as it is seen from all hands, ought to be a pattern 

farm.  

  

Extracts from 1755 report - continued [p 26] The Barony of Strathyre [part of Arnprior estates, 

and usually administered as part of Leny; Elizabeth Buchanan recovered the rest of Leny estate in 

1751, but did not calim not Strathyre [The original ms version of the report below, is NRS, 

E738/58/1] 

 

Report Made by William Monteath, factor appointed by The Commissioners for manadgeing the Forfeited 

Estates … upon part of the Estate of Arnprior Called Straithyre … 

 

All the said lands (except two ferms, virt Stank & Curanoch) lye within the parish of Balquidder … the said 

two ferms of Stank and Curanoch lye within the parish of Callander … many of the tennants children … 

cannot speak English, and a few of their wifes, but all the tennants can speak English tollerably well except 

two. … There are no wood settors that upon the said lands of Straithyre. … 

 

[p27] The said barrony begines on the east side of the said Loch Ludnick att the south march of the toun 

and lands of Ardwillary one mile farder up the Loch then the weast march and then goes up all the way 

upon the east side of the sd Loch to the head thereof … 

 

Upon the lower part of the said Barrony next the Loch upon both sides thereof are some meadow grunds 

above these then some arrable grounds which they call crofting ground, and next and farder from the Loch 

the outfield ground a great part thereof very stony and ill to labour, then the muir grounds where they keep 

their cattle. Some of it pritty good grass and the greatest part very bad and full of rocks and heather.  
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There has been no mineralls discovered in the said Barrony by any information I can get except lime stone 

which is very little made use of in that part of the world being 18 miles from coall to burn it with. … No part 

of these lands are inclosed except some part of the Meadows which Arnprior had done by ditches which 

are now filled up by not cleaning them regularly.  

   

There are severall oak woods upon the said lands virt one upon the toun and lands of Ballifuill ane other 

upon the firm called Ardoch and ane other upon the ferme called Immaravouling and there are a good 

many planted firrs in Immaravouling Wood and likewyse Birks and planted firrs in Ardoch wood and firr 

and oack trees growing here and there [p28] upon some of the other Ferms, but of no great value in that 

part of the country, where the timber is plenty. There is planted hill of firrs and birks upon the toun and 

Firme called Kipp comprising of about ane aiker and ane half of ground but none of the firrs upon the 

estate are ready for cuting being only about twenty or twenty five years old.  

 

The price of the haill oak wood upon the said lands att last cuting was only 3350 merks which is 

£216.2.2⅔ Ster but now they will give a highter price. The said oack woods are all ready for cuting, the birk 

trees in that country are of a very small value being farr from the mercate. There are but very little other 

planted timber in the said lands except a few ash trees. The common way to dispose of bark woods in all 

that country is to advertise a roup of them att severall church doors. In order to sell them at a certain day 

to the highest offerer at the said roup coforme to articles of roup to be adjusted for that purpose. 

 

… The common kings high way from Sterling to Fort William comes up throw these lands on the east side of 

Loch Ludnick and is very good being lately made and stone bridges lately built in every needfull place upon 

the said high way. But there is a water that runs into the Loch that divides the barrony on which there is no 

bridge but a wooden bridge which was lately taken away by the water and latelyrepaired by order form the 

Barrons of the Exchequer. … it is humbly suggested that a stone bridge should be built there when the 

present timber bridge gives way.  

 

… There is no accomodatione for a factors residence in the barrony of Straithyre when the factor is there 

collecting the rents, he is oblidged to put up in …. change house. … Straithyre is so wilde a coutnry that ane 

breed in the low country would not choose to live there and as there are no free stone in that country and 

coall & lime at such a distance building a house there would be very expensive. [from Wills, V (ed) 1973; 

Original MS version of factor William Monteath or Monteith’s report, on the Barony of Strathyre, 

dated 1755, at NRS, E738/58/1] 

 

1757 15 Nov – Wood of Strathyre was exposed for sale by Wm Monteith or Monteath, the factor; 

on 15 Nov 1757 it was sold to John Buchanan in Bochastle, for £290 sterling, who would cut the 

bearing timber for 3 years, and whose first season was 3 Dec 1757-1 May 1758. It must all be cut 
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by summer, 1760. He was to carry away 2/3 of the woods in the first 2 years, but in March 1760, 

Buchanan came back to the Commissioners, requesting additional time. See entry for March 1760. 

[NRS, E738/51/1 (1)]  

 

1757 Aug 16 – Articles and Conditions of Roup of the Woods of Strathyre, draft or proforma copy, 

with details left blank. Strathyre was a separate adminstrative division of Francis Buchanan of 

Arnprior’s properties from Leny Estate. Strathyre was confiscated, and not reclaimed by his widow 

Elizabeth Buchanan in 1751, because it had always belonged to her husband. Whole woods of oak, 

ash, birth and alder, with bark, boughs, excluding ash and bearing timber around the tenants’ 

houses and yards. The sale was of three years’ growth , ie for three cutting seasons, and the manner 

was to be according to former practice [maintaining traditional and customary knowledge and 

usage]. ‘Cutt the stocks stoup ways and to smooth them ’.  

 

Oak cutting to cease on 24 July (New Style, ie Gregorian Calendar, only formally adopted in 

Scotland in 1752). Hags to be cleared out, ‘standards, maidens or reserves’ to be left, of 8ins 

circumference at 6ft from the stock, and these shall be appropriately marked before the cutting. 

Each years’ hag to be fenced or paled with small oak or hazel, along with any young oaks still 

unenclosed.  

 

Sufficient ‘cabers for making … liggatts or staikes for water stops or gangs and gates for entrys‘. The 

purchaser shall have the labour services of the tenants, which they usually render to the proprietor, 

for transporting bark in bags or loads of 12 stone per load. These are ‘horse carriages ’ [ie 

horseback-loads, not cartloads]. A ‘ carriage’ was a portage, or journey using a horse to bear goods, 

not the modern sense of a wheeled vehicle. The bark would be carried to Stirling, or any place of 

similar distance. [NRS, E738/59/2] 

 

1757 Dec 3 – Written statement of the value of wood sales in Arnprior estate, submitted as part of 

a legal case in 1763 (see entry for 1763 Jan 24]. This excludes Leny, which had been returned to 

Elizabeth Buchanan, aka Lady Leny, or Lady Arnprior, in 1751 (see entry for that year].  

 

Woods in the Barony of Strathyre [ie round Loch Lubnaig, including Stank], were sold by public roup 

for £290 Sterling. The woods of Arnprior Barony were rouped for £88, totalling in all £378. 

Discussion follows about how to value woods, according to rules established by the Lords after the 

sale of Lochall. [NRS, E738/8/2;  

 

Further details of the sale are included in the printed court submission which states that John 

Buchanan of Bowchastle purchased the whole woods, being oak, ash, birch, alder for the bark and 

boughs. The trees planted about the tenants’ houses are excluded, as among the Arnprior estates, 
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only the Strathyre tenants had the right to use growing wood to repair their homes. Leny tenants 

did not have this right, with the excuse that they received their houses in good order at the start of 

the lease, so didn’t need it! Planted oaks, firs were excluded from John Buchanan’s purchase, but he 

had the trees ‘not within the old wood dykes ... of Ballifull, Ardoch and Immeravualing ’, showing that the 

woods had previously been enclosed. The tenants had to transport 77 horse-carriages or loads of 

bark yearly for him. [NRS, E738/8/1, pp4-5]. 

   

1759 Nov - Foundation of ‘Roebucks, Garbett and Cadells’, later known as the Carron Company, 

by Dr John Roebuck, chemist from Sheffield, Samuel Garbett, a Birmingham entrepreneur, and 

William Cadell senior, a Prestonpans shipowner and merchant. Cadell’s son, William junior, became 

the first manager of the works (Bailey et al, 1998, 3). The enormous collection of business papers 

for the Carron ironworks is spread across Falkirk Archives, the National Records of Scotland (NRS), 

and other repositories.  

 

The NRS has over 3,000 items in its collection alone, and for practicality within this project, only 

four were examined, viz , GD58/6/1/1 Carron Letter Book, Ist Series, 1759-May 1761; GD58/1/2, 

‘Carron company’s Original Articles of Copartnery Commencing at the 17 th November 1759 ’, printed 

booklet dated 1767; GD58/2/1/1 General Court 1760-74 [ie board of directors’ meetings]; 

GD58/2/1/2 General Court [ie board of directors’ meetings] 1775-1812 

 

NRS, GD58/6/1/1 Carron Letter Book, Ist Series, 1759-May 1761 

Letter Books, including Manager’s regular summaries and departmental progress reports, financial 

details sent to non-resident partners. Most of the letters are written by on-site resident manager 

and partner, William Cadell jr. His father and namesake was also a partner, though living elsewhere.  

 

Consumption of Charcoal This is discussed by Lindsay, who states that charcoal was measured in 

‘dozens’ of bags, filled to a set volume. The Carron letter books also refer to ‘dozens’, but whether 

this is the same measurement, or refers to their own bags is not clear. [Lindsay 1975 pp287-9 & 

notes] 

   

1759 Nov 21 – Carron Co to Walter Paterson, Inverary, requesting WP send two charcoal burners. 

They would get whole season’s employment from April 1760 onwards. Must be ‘perfect masters of 

their business … for teaching as many more as we could need’. Will pay the teachers by the day. ‘We 

belive the charring of wood with you is by 6sh per dozn sacks; please to advise if they both cut and burn 

the wood for this or if it must be cutt in lenths’, and if the length-cutting is included in the overall cost. 

This letter asks so much advice because it’s one of the first in the book, before the partners have 

even built their works, and they are open about asking for advice. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 
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1759 Dec 19 & 25 – Contracts for charcoal in Copartnery Agreement - The newly-formed Carron 

iron making concern seeks out potential sources of wood and charcoal, even before the articles of 

co-partnery have been formally signed. In December 1759, the widowed proprietrix and female 

laird of Leny, Elizabeth Buchanan is one of several landowners to sign contracts with either Dr John 

Roebuck and/ or Samuel Garbett [two of founding Carron Company partners; which of them signed 

the document is not specified]. Part of the company’s carefully-organised plan to secure future fuel 

supplies, these contracts are noted by Hamilton [1928, 189] in his article about the vicissitudes of 

building the works. [NRS, GD58/1/2, p15] 

   

1760 Jan 19 - ‘Carron company’s Original Articles of Copartnery Commencing at the 17th November 

1759 ’, printed booklet dated 1767. The articles of co-partnery which mention Leny are dated Jan 

1760, although the contract to purchase Leny woods predates this by a month. [NRS, GD58/1/2, 

pp15, 18] 

   

p14 The partners, viz ‘Benjamin, Thomas and Ebenezer Roebucks, and William Cadells elder and 

younger, not only hereby ratify, approve and confirm all agreements … [by] Doctor John Roebuck and 

Samuel Garbett … particularly …. [p15] Item contract for the wood of Callander [at Falkirk] … between 

James Earl of Errol … 18 December last [1759] …  

 

Item, contract for the wood of Leny, entered into betwixt them and Mrs Elizabeth Buchanan, dated the 

19th and 25 days of December last [ie 1759] Item, Contract for the woods of Cowbank, Newred and 

Northwood, entered into between Archibald Hamilton of Rosehall and James Bell, wright at Airdrie, dated 

the 12 November, 1757; Item, articles of sale of the wood of Tinnochside, sold by the trustee of Matthew 

Henerson, Esq to the said James Bell, dated 12 and 14 of December [1759]; all which woods were … 

transferred to the said Dr John Roebuck … 19 of December [1759]’ . 

 

p16 The various partners jointly and severally promise to honour all these pre-existing pledges; 

These articles of co-partnery are dated over several weeks, as the parties signed them at various 

locations. The signature dates are at Edinburgh, 19 Jan and at Birmingham on 9 February, 1760. 

[NRS, GD58/1/2, pp14-16, 18]  

 

Carron Co [CC] used as abbreviation in this report  

1760 Jan – letters from William Cadell, jr the first manager of the Carron ironworks site at Falkirk; 

he sends in general progress reports to the other partners who are in Birmingham or London. There 

are hundreds of letters, and just dates rather than page nos will be given as the letters are in 

chronological order.  
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We see that the Carron Company which has just formally constituted itself with articles of 

co-partnery, is making offers for various woods to secure their supply of charcoal. Their main 

priorities are that the woods are accessible either via boat or road, and the prices. They have their 

own wood surveyor, whom they send out to ‘survey’ the prospective purchase of the harvest, and 

then they negotiate with the landlord or, in the case of the underage Duke of Hamilton, with his 

factor. They purchase the right to cut the wood in hags for a set number of years, thogh the actual 

contracts are not engrossed in this book.  

 

Most of the discussions are about matters related to coalmines and ironstone, the physical 

progress of the construction of the works themselves at Carron, and the water supply and quayage 

at the sites at Carron and nearby. There are also letters to landowners, such as Lord Dunmore, 

although the management meetings in later years [called the ‘General Court’, see NRS, 

GD58/2/1/1, (1760-74), and GD58/2/1/2, (1775-1812)], make it clear that the charcoal supply 

features less and coal and iron ore supplies are of more concern.  

 

The other estates discussed give far more detail about the cutting process, and the peeling of bark. 

Leny is mentioned relatively seldom apart from the letters discussed in detail below. The main 

dates and/or pages discussing charcoal use in furnaces, and fuel admixtures, cannot be listed here 

as there are too many. This report necessarily focuses on Leny. 

 

1760 Feb 9 – Carron Co to Walter Paterson, Inverary; request he engages ‘two or three of the best 

coalliers’, as the CC will need ‘a considerable quanity of charcoal to be burnt this season … what number of 

sacks [will] they engage to charr’. WP is to tell Carron ‘the different prices of cutting and charring, & size of 

the sacks, also the price of peeling bark with you … [and] the prices of woods 20 or 25 years old’. [NRS, 

GD58/6/1/2] 

 

1760 Feb 19 – Carron Co to partners in Birmingham: ‘I have agreed with John Edwards, [a] charcoal 

burner sent from England 5 years since by the Loch Fine Iron Compny to teach the Highlanders to coal 

wood and now he thinks they have used him ill so came here for our Compy. Inploy – His wages is to be 9sh 

per weeks for cutting (as even we requires experience).  

 

Cadell notes wryly that even Carron, a new company, needs men who know what they’re doing. 

‘The price I have promest him for coalling is the same per dozen of sacks as on Sevrin [Severn], therefor 

pleaseto inquire the exact price, and the length & breadth of the sacks and how near they are filled to the 

top. We are to make an allowance whre the ground is more unfavourable than in England’. 

   

‘He goes tomorrow to cutt down a wood of 17 acres purchased at Cumbernauld. The cutting & coalling of 

this wood will serve for an experient to know the cost & quanity. … 3 statute cord makes 12 sacks charcoal 
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to a load which will not weight above from 16 ot 18 cwt and costs at Stourbridge 3 guineas … a statute 

cord will not weight above 5½ cwt when coald. Birming’m Assan furnace men reckons the cord at 18cwt 

wch I suppose is a mistake. It will be desirable to know this certainly for calculating carrying’.  

 

‘Mr Downing says 1 ½ loads of charcoal makes a ton of iron at the forge. I am in hopes a load of charcoall 

will not stand us so much as 36sh on an average .’ Andrew Yule their forester has been to Tullibody to 

buy 500 firs for the waggon roads [rail ways]. They’re 18ft long and 5in square, to be delivered by 

boat at Quarrole Shore or Stonehouse Ford. They will cost 1½d per ?ft delivered – the unit of 

delivery measurement isn’t clear. Edwards works at Leny, he is English and experienced artisan – 

see 1760 May 21. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 Feb 26 – CC report to Birmingham partners; Survey at Hamilton probably similar to that at 

Leny; the day was stormy, they could not properly view trees; ‘At the expence of being twice wett to 

the skin we got a really good view of the whole … I hope the bark and timber of value will fully pay the first 

cost [ie purchase price] and that we shall have the charcoall for the labour & indeed the charge of 

manufactoring it will be very great … on acct of the unfavorable ground, the banks of the Evon [Avon] … 

being excessively rocky& almost perpendicular … there is … some good oaks about 12in diam which may 

be serviceable about the furnaces or forges [ie for building]. Duke Hamilton has many large old oaks but 

they are mostly decayed by age nor are any of them perfectly straight nor long enough for a largest shaft 

[at Carron, which was still under construction].’ 

 

Caddell gives some general observations about obtaining charcoal. 

   

‘Wood for charring is commonly cutt in winter, charrd in summer & autumn, as it does not coal to near so 

much advantage when green or new cutt, as after it is 4 or 5 months season’d, therefore it will be requisite 

that the cutting of Duke Hamiltons Leny Woods [sic- he’s not the owner] will be immediatly [sic] sett to, 

that a stock of charcoal sufficient for 1 furnace & 1 forge for 8 months be ready against autumn to blow 1 

of the furnaces in case pitcoal should not intirely answer our expectation.’  

 

Caddell or his clerk have mistaken Leny as belonging to the Duke, when it’s under the control of 

Lady Leny. They actually appear to be talking about one of the Hamiton woods, as they contact the 

factor to cut it at once. Carron wants to lay in a large store of emergency or reserve stock, although 

they’re intending to use pit coal for when the furnace is lit and going.  

 

Caddell, at Carron continues ‘ A furnace & forge will require 1000 cords charcoal & upw[ar]d per annm.’ 

 

He gives a picture of the process of ‘coalling’ or burning charcoal at Rosehall, one of their other 

early purchases, which lies near Coatbridge in Lanarkshire. ‘John Miller [one of the Carron foresters] 
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who directs at Rosehall is throug w[i]t[h] other 3 cutting that wood, he lays aside all the wood of value for 

the country use [local sale or the estate’s own use] & cutts the wood of little value into cordwood.’  

 

‘He appears to be a man very fitt for his business, as he appears to be honest, dilligent & acquainted with 

country wood & a little of the charocal way. Please to enquire & advise whither the proprietor or collier 

furnishes utinisils & pitts for coalling the wood, & which of the parties cary the wood to the side of the 

pitts’. Labour demarcation is obviously an issue, as the men are paid according to their output, not 

their time.  

   

‘The common rule of carriages of charcoal wth you … the working the ironstone – carriages of charcoal etc 

cutting & coalling the wood & other branches of the trade … we must be cautious how we begin. I think if 

you could get a clever fellow of a coallier without a family tht is thoroughly acquainted with digging of 

ironstone. ’ This is a pit miner, not a charcoal maker. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1, p58] 

 

1760 Feb 3 - Carron Co [CC] to John McGowan, Edinburgh; CC mention recent survey of Duke of 

Hamilton’s woods with forester Anderw Yule; ‘The woods for charing this summer ought to be cutt by 

this time as it will not answer to charr wood unless it is seasoned’. CC has purchased Earl of Galloway’s 

woods; require permission for making charcoal in situ at Rosehall – ‘which is of great service rather as 

prejudice to the ground as the ashes make fine manure & if any damage is sustained we shall repaly them 

twofold ... I wish we had also priviledge from … Tannochside for charring on [their] lands.’  

 

Some factors must object to charcoal burning believing it’s harmful, but the peat ash is a fertiliser; 

where are they taking the wood if they can’t process it onsite, as this adds to their costs? They now 

have a sufficient stock of woodland to cut, and won’t take more unless they’re very cheap. [NRS, 

GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 March – Strathyre Woods - Petition of John Buchanan, farmer in Bochastle, to 

Commissioners of Forfeited Estates, for additional time to cut woods of Strathyre. He had cut the 

woods since the roup in November 1757 [see entry for that month], and fulfilled two of the three 

years’ purchases. He needed another year in which to cut it, because the remaining area had 

previously taken 5, rather than 3 years to harvest. The woods were very scattered in extent, and it 

was impossible to access and cut them all in one year remaining of his contract.  

 

Worse, he was embroiled in disputes, as ‘several corn fields intermixed with woods ’ would be damaged 

by rushing the cutting, as they were fully cultivated. However, a year’s extension would avoid crop 

damage, as they would be fallow in 1761. Verdict in following entry below. [NRS, E738/51/1 (1)] 
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1760 Mar 8 – Strathyre Woods, Secondary report by William Monteith (or Monteath), factor on 

Strathyre. Monteith (or Monteath) has considered Buchanan’s petition for an extension to cut 

Strathyre woods. ‘It may be detrimentall to the tennants corns should the whole wood be cutt next 

season’, so Monteith agrees with Buchanan and wants to grant another year, should the 

Commissioners consent. The money will still all be paid on time. [NRS, E738/51/1 (2)] 

 

1760 Mar 1 – Carron Co [CC] to John McLeish; Please go to James Ke[rest illegible, may be Kerr] 

and James Mitchell at Tillibody about the 500 firs purchased from him; 120 trees should be ready 

to float over next week, pay them £5; preserve all the tops and branches, employ a wright to cut 

them into 4ft x 1½in lengths for charcoal, making sure that only pieces over 1½ in diameter are 

used.  

 

He should drive two stakes into the ground, and lay wood tidily one above another [is this the 

treetrunks, or the small cut sticks?]. Wm Anderson at Alloa Ferry is to float them over at 1½d per 

tree, and CC will pay extra to float them to Stonehouse Damhead. Big roots can be kept for sleepers 

and laid on top of the floaters. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 Mar 12 – Carron Co to partners in Birmingham; According to Mr Downing’s information [he 

seems to be a technical advisor or engineer of some sort], a stricken [measured level, flat-topped] 

bushel of charcoal weighs under 15lb, and ‘we sometime weigh’d a heap’t bush’l w[hi]ch was 24lb. If a 

load of charcoal of 12 bus’ll baggs does not weigh more than 16 to 18lb that is equall to 3 cord. Graham’s 

wood [near Loch Katrine and Callander], will come within compass [travelling distance and their cost 

ceiling] & be very cheap to the forge at Stirlling’. 

 

The Stirling reference is to a planned branch works there, although it’s not said if it was built. After 

cutting Graham of Shannochill’s woods, ‘ we need not buy that exceed 10/- at the works’, [ie this is their 

maximum gross price, including oncost and transport]. ‘I do not know of any extensive woods within 

compass except those of Perth [the forfeited Earldom/Dukedom centred on Callander village] which I 

hope you will procure … I go in a few days to get a beginning made to Leny Wood & at some time shall take 

a view of Graham’s woods … the Loch Fine Compy pay for 1600 acres of land on which the works are fixd 

… some of the wood there was bought for 6/- per dozen of sacks [of charcoal paid] to proprietors at their 

first settlement [creation of the works].’ [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

   

1760 Mar [almost certainly 28th judging by the surrounding letters; 8 March is entered into the 

book; date is almost certainly not 8 March from content which mentions 26 March] – Carron Co 

[CC] to partners in Birmingham. ‘If we had Graham of Shannochills [woods] we will have a plentifull 

supply for 8 years. It will require some years experience before we can come anything near the truth in 
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calculating the number of cords in any wood as they generaly stand on such uneavn [sic] ground that there 

is no judging the nimber of acres. The woods we have already will I darsay yeild [sic] 

 

Hamilton woods 6,000 cords 

Lenywood 6,000 cords 

Rosehall 1500 cords 

Callander 2,000 [Earl of Errol’s grounds at Falkirk, not town in Perthshire] … Grahams … should yeild as 

much as the whole of these the carriage will indeed be high – viz from 8d to 11d per cwt to Stirling, but we 

are certain as to the price, the others being uncertain on account of the bark & wood of value. [NRS, 

GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 Mar 19 – Carron Co [CC] to partners in Birmingham; discuss a recently purchased wood – 

possibly the Earl of Dunmore’s at Dunmore Parks (near Stirling). ‘Cutt as much of the wood which will 

yeild [sic] least charcoal & most oak bark, as the bark may go near to pay the price of the wood. Bothwell 

Laigh Park wood lays nearest the works and is of small extent but will yeild a good deal of bark. If one half 

of it were cutt & part of the old oak in Whambside [was also cut].  

 

The bark & timber of these would do nearto pay the price & the little cordwood would not be the worse of 

laying uncharred in the wood till next spring ... If [there is] no occasion for providing charcoal for a furnace, 

1000 cord will be sufficient for a forge during winter. I thought … to have 10 or 1500 cord laying on the 

furnace bank [waterside] in case pit coal should not answer expectation but this I hope is a matter of little 

doubt.  

 

I went on Monday last to Lenywood & sett 1 man & 2 labourers to work there, the hagg or division to cutt 

this year is but small, the whole extent of this wood does not exced 400 acres & I am afraid it will be hardly 

6,000 cords wood in all.  

 

I also went & viewed the woods of Graham of Shannochill which are extensive and I think it wuold be 

advisable to have them especially if the forge is established at Craig Forth. The carriage from his wood is 

6d per sack so the charcoal would stand delivered at that mill.  

 

Carriage per dozen or load -  £0/16/- } £1/12/- per load 

Manufactoring to charcoal …  £0/12/- } at Craig Forth 

Price suppose 250 doz per annum is per load  £0/4/-  } 

This price is not dear if you think of blowing a furnace with charcoal’.  

 

The Company’s false modesty about not being able to estimate cordage of wood is curious, as they 

employ a wood estimator or surveyor, woodcutters, charcoalers and foresters. If these 
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professionals cannot estimate the yield of common Scottish topography, typically steep slopes, etc, 

then who can? They have ordered structural timber and planks from Denmark, Norway, 

Gothenburg, and large baulks from the Baltic. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 Mar 28 – Letter, Carron Co [CC] to partners in London. ‘ The propritors of woods now expect 

great things [[ie high prices]. Securing of [ex-Duke of ] Pearth woods [forfeited estate] is a very material 

article for carryeing on the works. I am surprised to find a cord weight att 11cwt by Mr Haukins. Mr 

Downing and the charcoal burners were of apinnion a cord did not weight above 5½cwt or 6cwt at most. 

This makes a vey material alteration in the article of carriages.  [ie in the cost of transport]. [NRS, 

GD58/6/1/1] 

   

1760 April 5-9 - Letter, Carron Co [CC] to partners in Birmingham; Graham of ‘Shannochill has sold 

his wood to the Forge Company at Glasgow £200 & 20 guin[eas] more than he offered to us ... This makes 

the lease of Perth the more essential being £600 and 40 guin[eas] for the wood. … There will be a 

considerable sum to pay for woods to Lady Leny & Ld Errol at Whits[unda]y which is a thing very unusual 

in this country as wood is always p[ai]d at Whitsunday following the cutting .’ [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 April 15 - Letter, Carron Co to John Millar, woodcutter at Rosehall [their leased wood at 

Coatbridge]; ‘I hope the haggs for this year will be now finished, we would not incline you to cutting more 

for charcoal’, except what is required for local sale . So charcoal cutting finished by April, and Millar has 

to submit separate written accounts for timber sold, cash only, no credit.  

 

Millar will go to Cumbernauld wood every Friday to sell the wood for ‘country sale’ [ie local selling]; 

stay overnight there, return to Rosehall on Saturdays, and visit Carron every 3 weeks to update 

Cadell. Millar is to look out for ‘peelers … 8 or 10 will peel all your barks however if you can get 20 or 30 

you may engage them as we thinks of cutting part of Duke Hamiltons woods.’  

 

They also ask Millar to supervise the cutting of the Hamilton woods, and leave ‘some honest lad to 

look after Roesehall, to which you might come once a week’. In all, Millar is now overseeing 3 projects, 

at 3 different sites! [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 April 16 - Letter, Carron Co [CC] to partners in Birmingham; ‘Pigg iron from cinders of pitt coal 

makes the best castings. Charcoal pigg answers best for barr iron. The air furnace is imployed [meantime – 

works still under construction] in casting 100 plates & … rollers, barrs & beams for slitt miln … One of our 

charcoal burners from Argyle Furnace on Loch Fyne [at Furnace village] informs me that the furnace on 

Loch Fyne consumes 30 doz [bags] or 90 cord of charcoal per week. If so we cannot think of blowing a 

furnace with pittcoal this season.’  
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‘Inspect 80 dozn coals from Callander wood 

80 do  Rosehall wood } by coalliers computation beside sale tim[be]r 

50 do  Cumbernauld Wood } 

100 doz Lenywood A dozen of coalls cannot be more than 8 of the  

This division being small large sacks mentioned by Mr Hawkins 

30 doz from East Lothian  

340 dozn [bags] or about 1000 cord 

 

‘The sacks are about 2½ yards long when empty & 1 yard broad; 4ft 9ins [this set of figures is unclear, 

and may be different – might say 4/-]; when fill’d & 3 statute cord makes no more than 1 dozn of said 

sacks. When they begin to coal wood I shall cause them make exact experiment of the yeild [sic] of a cord 

of wood both in weight & measure’.  

 

When the CC get permission to cut the Hamilton woods, they will start, but ‘a small part of the oak 

timbr will be sufficient for this year. Graham is a paltry gentl[ema]n having sold his wood to the Glasgow 

folks sometime before the expiration of the time he gave’ Carron to finalise the contract for his woods. 

This was a world where your trading reputation rested on being totally trustworthy, and where the 

ideal is that ‘my word is my bond’, [the implication being that you were so honourable, your spoken 

promise sufficed and written confirmation was unnecessary]. By double-dealing with a rival firm, 

Graham of Shannochill went behind Carron’s backs, and is ‘a paltry gentleman’ indeed. [NRS, 

GD58/6/1/1, p58] 

 

1760 April 21 – Letter, Carron Co [CC] to Robert Graham of Shannochill [this may be yet another 

alias of Robert Graham ‘of Blaircessnock’, and ‘of McKeanstoun’]. Carron notes that Graham is 

simultaneously negotiating with other purchasers [poor business practice] despite Carron having 

reserved the woods ‘nearest Leany ’. Are the woods ‘eastward of Loch Kathren or not’? How far west 

can CC cut these reserved woods, and they’ll survey the area asap.  

   

‘I do not incline to medle in the bark. We will give you an offer … as we have sufficient business ’. CC will 

‘act in concert’ with Graham and other dealers concerning the price [he doesn’t specify if it’s the 

bark, wood or both prices], though ‘ the English I dare say will regulate all. I think the price you mention 

of 8p at Manurnuck [or ‘Manarmick’; this isnt’ a place, but it’s what the name looks like] not to be despised 

… you delivered it at Leith at same price last year’. The CC send out their surveyor to view the 

woodland they want to purchase, then they agree a price. It’s unclear if CC and Graham are 

discussing prices inclusive or exclusive of bark. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1, p58] 

 

1760 May 1 – Letter, Carron Co [CC] to partners in Birmingham; we offered on several small woods 

but the owners all expect unrealistically high prices in excess of what charcoal realises; in future 
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they will send experienced coalliers [charcoal burners] to estimate the number of loads possible, as 

this is difficult to guess if you are uninformed. They will try charring some birchwood in Cromarty 

and offer on basis of results. ‘I notice the weight & measure of charcoal which shall take care of 

experiments shall be made at the different woods of the yeild [sic] of the cordwood.’ [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 May 10 – To Andrew Yule [wood surveyor or estimator, apparently], Haddington; please 

attend the wood sale at Rochslaw or Buchlaw [Rochsolloch?]; Yule is to keep any big timbers he 

buys, such as trams [cartshafts], axletrees and plough-graiths; CC will use rest for charcoal [first 

time they’re buying charcoaling material at sales?]. CC pay 5/- for statue cords, 8ft long by 4ft 

square and delivered, or allowing for wood 6/- for every dozen sacks of charcoal, CC paying all 

charges. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 May 12 – Letter, Carron Co to Duncan Buchanan, Leny; recipient is to ‘look out for peelers for 

Leny Wood that they may begin at the usual time … Monday next [so mid May]. We would have them … to 

peell by the boll as customary and not by day work. You shall have an allowance for what trouble you are 

at about peilling the woods ’. The peelers are to follow established wont and usage, in action and 

working time, and Duncan is to be the supervisor, responsible for sourcing locally-based labour – if 

the peelers are indeed local. Payment by the boll [ie by results] is seen as more efficient and 

encouraging productivity. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1, p74] 

 

1760 May 12 – Letter, Carron Co to John McGowan, Edinburgh, Hamilton of Rosehall’s factor 

allows them to char wood at Rosehall. If Lord Erroll’s or Lady Leny’s lawyers or factors apply for a 

proportion of the wood payments, they are to contact Carron’s lawyers. First payment to Lady Leny 

is at Whitsun 1761, but if she wants it earlier, she shall have it less 5%. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 May 20 – Letter, Carron Co to James Millar, Rosehall [company’s overseer there]; Company 

hope they’re ‘now through at the peilling trade. You will reserve 50 or 60 of the best and tallest of your 

oaks, ashes or or birch for the use of the Company, 30 feett long. You may imploy 2 carts to drive over 

some on the easiest terms ... reserve … all the oaks of the bigness of 6 inches or upwards crooked or 

streight, as the crooked will serve for boat building & the streight for waggon raills. You will square the 

wood that you send that it may answer best both for carraigers use. … You will see to agree with a weaver 

to weave 200 years broad sacking yard broad beside room to sew if you can get it reasonable. If dear you 

can do the less ’. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 May 21 – Letter, Carron Co to Duncan Buchanan, Leny; CC remitted £4 sterling to DB to pay 

him for peeling the oak bark in Leny wood. CC assigns DB ‘full power to manage the cutting down and 

peelling the oak and we shall pay you for your trouble the same as Mr Graham of Shannochill paid you’; 

trustworthy staff are obviously being recommended by one employer to another.  
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The writer William Cadell jr, manager of the Carron Works site, will visit Leny in a week; ‘We are 

surprized to find our charcoal burner has been interupted [sic] in preparing pitts to burn the wood, as 

without that the wood is of no value to us and it is an express article in the agreement with Lady Leny. We 

hope it has been a mistake and to hear no more about it ’.  

 

We see Lady Leny is managing her own estate, and she is the only female correspondent in the CC’s 

first letter book from 1759 - May 1761; secondly, the primary purpose of the CC is to procure 

adequate charcoal supplies, and his ‘interruption’ is not explained. ‘Richard Finlayson and John 

Edwards man will assist in cutting the oaks … all the wood is to be reserved for the Company use … see that 

none of it is stole and it would be right to place an advertisement at each entry of the wood offering a 

reward of 5 shillings to any who will discover any any person guilty of carrying off any of the said wood ’. 

John Edwards has worked at Loch Fyne – the furnace was at the village now called after it, 

‘Furnace’, See 1760 Feb 19.  

 

The workers are to start cutting and peeling on 22 May. The 5/- is a large reward, and also makes an 

assumption about the literacy of the workers – it’s hard to assess whether many could read, or if 

Cadell was knowledgeable that there was a functional level of literacy even in rural areas with 

Gaelic speakers, like Callander Parish. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1, p79] 

 

1760 May 21 – Letter, Carron Co to Birmingham partners; it’s a surprise to Carron how much 

better the coke pig-iron is for manufacturing cast metal, than using charcoal for the same process. 

‘The one is fine and gray, and the other is white frizly stuff. I never thought there would be such a 

difference’ . Coke is superior to charcoal for making iron; the frizzel according to the Concise Scots 

Dictionary, the frizzel is the steel used for striking fire froma flint, or the hammer of a flintlock 

pistol. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1760 June 9 – Ratio of wood-cutters to bark-peelers; Letter, Carron Co to John Millar, 

woodcutter, Rosehall; John Millar is to start cutting Larrockhill wood at Hamilton, where they left 

off. Three cutters and 15 peelers will serve Larrockhill. John Naismith will start cutting Bothwell 

Laigh Park, with 1 cutter and 10 peelers; start also Quarterbank. Advertise in neighbouring 

parishes and at Hamilton market that the woods will be sold, that the large oaks are reserved for 

the Company; for the sales get a ‘ measuring book’ from Glasgow [is this a record and accounts 

ledger, or a ‘ready reckoner’ to help compute totals]. He is to cut no more at Tannochside or 

Rosehall. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 
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1760 July 5 – Company to James Dunlop, Glasgow; Company to rent yard in Glasgow to sell timber, 

they have lots of oak timber from 5-12ins square from Hamilton’s wood; have over £200 worth to 

sell; if a cooper agrees, they’ll sell it to him directly. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

   

1760 Aug 9 – Company’s primary middle-man for selling bark seems to be John Muirhead in 

Gorbals; Company to John Muirhead, wright, Gorbals, Glasgow; Carron’s wood manager says the 

tannery objected to ‘receiving any the least mixture of saugh [willow] bark’. Muirhead had assured 

Carron that there would be no difficulties selling oak bark with some willow bark contamination. 

There would be less than 30 bolls willow bark admixture among the upcoming deliveries of 

1,000-1,200 bark to Muirhead, so Carron didn’t expect to hear of any further problems. What price 

would Muirhead offer for a parcel of oaks, 6ins and above, and one of ash or elm. [NRS, 

GD58/6/1/1]. 

 

1760 Nov 12 – Company to Lady Leny  

‘Madam, As the season is turn’d so stormy, it makes it very bad for burning the charcoal that remains in 

Lenywood. We would therefore request the favour of you to let it remain to the spring in the woods, we 

darsay it will be of lit[t]le or no prejudice to the wood, but if it cannot be granted we must labour under the 

disadvantage of coaling in this bad season. Your answer per bearer will oblige, Madam, your very obt 

servt’.  

[NRS, GD58/6/1/1]. The wet, miserable autumn weather would make drying and burning the wood 

to make charcoal almost impossible. A postponement is requested, and although the reply is not 

contained in this letter book, Lady Leny probably agreed in her own interests – she would get more 

efficient work done the following year.  

 

26 Nov 1760 - Company to John Muirhead, wright, Gorbals, Glasgow; Carron will pay you 

£269/16/- for selling bark. The price is a halfpenny per stone cheaper than expected; the Glasgow 

Tannery co paid 8½d per stone for bark. Carron will contact Muirhead with quantities next spring. 

[NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

30 Nov 1760 – Company to John Muirhead, wright, Gorbals, Glasgow We will give preference to 

your custom; Carron would allow 2% difference but we will not make a halfpenny per stone 

difference; thus we cannot afford to sell the bark next summer at that price. Unless you offer 

‘something considerable’ for a parcel of timber in Lavrockshill, Bothwell Laigh Parks and 

Quarterbanks (Hamilton woods), then we will ‘make the whole into charcoal’. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1761 Mar 5 - Company to Colin Buchanan at Leny; Duncan Buchanan has brought us your letter; 

please use whatever part of the timber Lady Arran requires [a mistake for ‘Lady Arnprior’]. Send us 

a receipt for it, and we shall agree a price for what you have used. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 
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1761 April 30 - Company to Lady Leny, at Leny House; Carron will defer cutting any part of Leny 

Woods this year, as they don’t need the wood for 1761. They will compensate her for the 

inconvenience, over and above of the contracted price. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1] 

 

1763 Jan 24 – Printed memorandum concerning the value of the woods on Arnprior Estate 

[excluding Leny, which had been returned to Elizabeth Buchanan, aka Lady Leny, or Lady Arnprior]. 

The dispute concerns the actual value, as opposed to the sale value, of woodlands, whether too high 

or low a price was realised, and [NRS, E738/8/1]. 

   

1763 Feb – Carron Company board of directors’ management meetings and resolutions passed – 

Information about the company policy for acquiring sufficient charcoal, at what prices, and that 

they do not wish to deal in bark; chosen woods to purchase such as Glenmoriston, fir charcoal from 

Tyninghame, leaf charcoal bought at the works; Resolutions 95-101. [NRS, GD58/2/1/1, pp68-70] 

 

1763 Mar 6, Aug 8 – Two letters from George Nicolson, the overseer of the woods of Strathyre, to 

the Commissioners of the Annexed Estates, give a picture of actual events in the woods. The first 

from 6 March, says Francis Ferguson, ‘shoemaker in Immervuline ’ wants to replace Archibald 

Buchanan as forester in Strathyre and ‘Cults’ or ‘Cuchts’ [the name is unclear]. According to 

Nicolson, the shoemaker, Fergusons’ letter shows ‘the most unreserved predjeduce and … falshoods’.  

 

Archibald has been falsely accused of having sold wood for personal gain, which Nicolson explains 

is impossible, as he himself would have noticed this. ‘I take every caution possible to prevent frauds ... 

when there is any decay’d firrs, ashes or alders, not included in the sale of woods and usfull for the country 

for there houses … and when many of the pepel is wonting, I goe thro the wood … marks & puts a 

reasonable price on them, then intmetis a roup … then I appoint a day for them to come & cutt them & pay 

there money, which I give a list of to the Forrester, & he draws the moneywhen they ctt the trees, one copy 

of the said list I give to the Forester for drawing the money, another, I give to the factor, & another I keep to 

my selfe.’  

 

He explains that he lets the foresters keep their own accounts, and deal directly with the factor. 

This shows they are literate and numerate. He pleads for Archibald Buchanan not to lose his office 

as forester, as he is an honourable, sensible man. Those who accuse him have grudges from having 

been found guilty of stealing wood two years ago. 

 

The second, dated 8 Aug. Nicolson was collecting timber in Strathyre for the new school there, by 

order of the Commissioners’ factor. For two years Nicolson has complained about the tenants in 

Strathyre, they have been guilty of cutting much wood, but he can’t positively identify them. ‘Some 
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harsher measures must be taken ’, as warnings haven’t worked. The last two wood courts have only 

levied small fines, and ‘they are more insolent than ever and has cutt alders, ash, birch, and some oak, the 

three former without mercy, as if they wanted to extirpate the country of that kind of wood altogether’. 

Some examples must be made of them, or they will take all the timber they want freely. He needs 

instruction as to what to do. Nicolson has obviously reached the end of his resources, as he says he 

is not inclined to ‘severity … even to the most worthless’. For more on Nicolson’s later career, see 1781 

Feb 5; and 1782 Feb 13. [NRS, E738/47/1-2] 

 

1764 April – Carron Co Board of directors’ management meetings with directors’ policy decisions. 

Resolution 227, a review of the wood supply, for season 1764 the firm will receive ‘old coals laid up 

at Hamilton, 80 doz; from the woods of Hamilton and Jervieston [Motherwell], 300 doz; from Castlecary 

and Callendar [by Falkirk] 100 doz; From Leney 90 doz; total 570 doz’ . pp122-3; the expense of cutting 

the woods, charcoaling, transport, selling timber, bark and charcoal came to £1691/1/7 in 1763; 

the profit realised by the sale of bark £540/14/1d; sale of timber was £336/1/10d; and the sale of 

charcoal, or profit from charcoal was 401 dozen [sacks] and 3 stones, which at 45/- [presumably 

price per sack], £902/16/3d. There were 80 doz bags still at Hamilton, whose carriage to Carron 

would be £72; the total monies realised from the wood products was £1707.12.02.  

 

The resolution concludes that ‘From the … woods in 1763 … we are considerable gainers by Hamilton 

woods, that we lose by Leney, Callander [ie Falkirk] & Achons Glen but upon the whole it appears a saving ’. 

[NRS, GD58/2/1/1, pp122-3].  

 

The directors also determine to secure the woods at Glenmoriston, and supply pit coals to Fort 

Augustus and Fort George, possibly throught their military contacts from supplying artillery. This 

will make the return freight (by sea) of charcoal ‘as moderate as possible’, [ibid, p124]. 

 

1764 Aug 23 - Carron Co General management meetings with directors’ policy decisions. 

Resolution 259, they cannot profitably make bar iron, as the price of pig iron is too low. They 

require cheaper charcoal, ‘as well as better [qulity] than it hath hiterto been … it is prudent to employ 

only one charcoal finery, in making such iron as will be … for out own manufactures  [products]’. [NRS, 

GD58/2/1/1, p143] 

 

1768 – State of the debts [as at Christmas 1752; see entry for 1752], due to creditors on Arnprior 

estate of Francis Buchanan, submitted as part of court case for 1768. The various claims still 

outstanding in 1768 are then detailed, as well as monies paid out, claims upheld, and annuities paid 

to Elizabeth Buchanan, as widow of the ‘forfeiting person’. The tabular abstract at the end states 

that total debts claimed against the estate are £5,929/4/11d and 10 farthings, as at 1752. [NRS, 
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E738/9/1, p3, ‘Branch 3’]. The debts upheld, or recognised however, was much less, being only 

£2907/-/6 4/12d [four farthings] [NRS, E737/9/2, p6]. 

   

1769 June 29 – In the Court of Session in Edinburgh, and recorded in the various presentations to 

the Commissioners of the Forfeited Estates, Col Campbell of Carwhin claimed £4,200 Scots against 

Leny estate. However, Elizabeth Buchanan, Lady Leny and Arnprior, counter-claimed that her late 

brother had long-since repaid him. She maintained Provost McAulay compensated Campbell, using 

the 20,000 merks wood contract from 1734, backed by various guarantees. He had been repaid by 

the time she inherited the estate in 1740. [NRS, GD161/21/1, pp13-15, 77]. See also entry for 

1751. 

 

1770 – ‘It was not until 1770 … that the remaining parts of Arnprior were transferred from the 

management of the [Exchequer] to the Commissioners [for the Annexed Estates]. They … carried out large 

scale improvements in agriculture and afforestation … the fishing industry, promoted … manufactures and 

introduced … technical education. … Schools and churches were erected, roads and bridges constructed 

and harbours improved. To raise … living conditions, they encouraged building better houses ... They 

sponsored botanical, geological and agricultural surveys which revealed … the resources of the country. 

Few aspects for Highland life went untouched by their efforts’. Summarised from the National Records 

of Scotland Catalogue Entry, at 

https://catalogue.nrscotland.gov.uk/nrsonlinecatalogue/details.aspx?reference=E738&st=1&tc=y

&tl=n&tn=n&tp=n&k=&ko=a&r=e738&ro=s&df=&dt=&di=y 

 

1770 July - Order by Commissioners on Annexed Estates for straightening the marches 

[boundaries] between Leny and Callander, July 1770. The following item mentions the division of 

marches between Leny and Callander estates in 1756. Listed in ‘Inventory of Buchanan of Leny Writs’, 

which is a bound ledger in NRS, GD161, Box 1; page 65, Item 56, listed as Nos 1 (dated 1770) and 2 

(dated 1756). 

 

1771 – ‘It was found that there were two practicable ways of enclosing the wood of Tombea, near Leny … 

If one was chosen the line of fence would exclude the outlying oaks and birches; the other was likely to be 

more expensive and also entailed the enclosure of twenty acres of pasture, making abatement necessary … 

In such cases, the cheaper option was often taken and the boundaries of managed woodland were 

arranged to include only the main body of wood.’ [Lindsay 1974 Vol 1, 166] 

   

1776 Feb 11 - Death of Mrs Elizabeth Buchanan of Leny at Leny House, aged 75; widow of Francis 

Bucanan of Arnprior. [Public Advertiser, Feb 20 1776, 4]. Her elderly, unmarried sister Margaret 

Buchanan now inherits Leny estate. 
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1781 Feb 5 – Request by Archibald Buchanan, wood forester in Strathyre, on Arnprior Estate, for 

additional salary. His manager is George Nicolson, who spoke in his defence during a separate 

matter in 1763 [see entry for 1763 Mar 6, Aug 8].  

 

In 1781, Buchanan was a tenant in Ballifuill. Buchanan appeals to James Goodlatt Campbell, factor 

of the Highland division of the [forfeited] Perth estates, for a rise in pay, due to the amount of extra 

work he now undertakes. Buchanan says there used to be nothing to do except ensure nothing was 

stolen, and the small salary covered this. Since Nicolson was appointed 2 years ago as overseer of 

thinning and pruning, Archibald had been constantly busy, ‘which the small pittance allowed him is 

very inadequate for the work’. Nicolson ‘still insists on carrying on with the thining … with so much 

advantage to the woods’, or he does the job thoroughly!  

 

Archibald wants a backdated increase to reflect this. The factor of Perth, James Goodlatt Campbell, 

wrote a supporting letter on 25 Jan, defending Buchanan’s claim. The factor of Strathyre wanted 

Archibald Buchanan to take on the woods of Cult and Achtows near his home, which were currently 

unmanaged. Their trees required ‘thining [sic] & weeding & [were] ill preserved since last cut ’. As 

Buchanan is the ‘second best forrester on the Highland division of Perth Estate, exceedingly attentive & 

faithfull to his charge’ , then he should receive ‘£6 per ann[um] … equal to the Strathgartney forresters’ 

salarys’. Strathgartney was a division of the ex-Duke of Perth’s estate, under Campbell’s charge. For 

more on Nicolson’s earlier career see 1763 Mar 6, Aug 8; also 1782 Feb 13, below [NRS, 

E738/51/2] 

 

1782 Feb 13 – Condition survey and valuation of Arnprior Woods, parish of Kippen. George 

Nicolson, nursery gardener at Callander and John McNabb, wood forester in Strathgartney, 

prepare a brief condition survey of Arnprior Wood, parish of Kippen. This was preparatory to the 

sale on 17 April, by order of the Commissioners of the Forfeited Estate. Nicolson was formerly the 

woods overseer in Strathyre, from the early 1760s until at least 1781 (also part of Arnprior 

portfolio of estates]. Strathgartney was a subdivision of the Drummond estates of the ex-Duke of 

Perth, also forfeited and run by the Commissioners.  

 

Nicolson and McNabb mention natural growing ash, greens, planes and grey willow, birches, beech 

and conifers, and ‘birses’ or brush; they state something, possibly the brush, is so common as to be a 

third of the entire wood. Unfortunately, lacking punctuation, it’s not clear whether ‘the third’ refers 

to one kind of tree, or brush. The two ‘have numbered and marked with figures ninty oaks in whole, to 

be left uncut’, and the trees’ dimensions are given. They value the wood at £135 Sterling. See entries 

for 1763 Mar 6, Aug 8; also 1781 Feb 5]. [NRS, E738/59/1] 
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1783 June-July – Baron Court on woodland abuses – Statement by James Grant of Auchinglen, 

baron baillie on [the forfeited ex-Duke of] Perth’s estate. This memo was received by the 

Commissioners on the Forfeited Estates on 21 July, but Grant does not say when he wrote it. He 

held a Baron Court at Callander (these survived the abolition of Heritable Jurisdictions in 1747], on 

24-26 June. Complaints have been made against tenants and cottagers in Strathyre and 

Strathgartney, viz they destroy, cut and remove woods.  

 

On the three days of sittings, some confessed and signed confessions, and Grant imposed small, 

token fines. However, several ‘entered into a combination and daringly in face of Court absolutely 

refused to pay their fine’ . The authorities were terrified of mob rule, or collective action by the poor 

and disempowered. The accused had each donated money for a printed petition to present to the 

Board to revoke their sentences. The Commissioners must not give in, as that would mean the end 

of justice on Perth estate. A list of all the men [no women!] who witheld their fines is attached. 

[NRS, E738/51/3 (1)]  

  

1784 – The forfeited estates were legally restored to their original heirs. The resulting and surplus 

funds were used to complete public works including Register House, the Forth and Clyde Canal and 

Leith Docks. (From the National Records of Scotland Online Catalogue Entry, at 

https://catalogue.nrscotland.gov.uk/nrsonlinecatalogue/details.aspx?reference=E738&st=1&tc=y

&tl=n&tn=n&tp=n&k=&ko=a&r=e738&ro=s&df=&dt=&di=y 

   

Before 1785 Aug – Thomas Buchanan, 10th Laird of Spittal, has inherited from unmarried 

Margaret Buchanan by this time. He was the designated ‘heir of entail’, or pre-determined 

collateral relation to succeed, and is designated ‘of Leny’ in various legal proceedings of mid-late 

1785. [NRS, GD161/21/1, pp4, 8, 59, 81, 110]. 

 

1785 Jan 8 - Caledonian Mercury, p1; First advertisement found in national newspapers for oak 

wood sales at Leny, while researching this report. Colin Buchanan may be the same person who is 

mentioned in the Carron Company’s letter books of 1760.  

‘Sale of Woods in Perthshire: To be sold by public roup, within the house of John Buchanan, Innkeeper at 

Woodend of Leny, upon Tuesday the first day of March 1785, betwixt the hours of twelve and two. The 

oak and other woods upon the estate of Leny in the parish of Callender of Monteath, 17 miles from Stirling, 

upon the great road leading to Fort William. Colin Buchanan, ground-officer, will show the woods.’  

 

1787 Mar 31 - Perthshire Game Duty: Thomas Buchanan of Leny appoints Donald Martin as 

gamekeeper at Leny. Caledonian Mercury. p4 
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Between 1787 and 1791 – Thomas Buchanan of Spittal and Bardowie dies, date unknown. He is 

succeeded by his eldest surviving son, John Buchanan (1758-1818), who was an army  or militia 

officer, and died at Tours (Blackwoods’s Mag, Vol 2, No 10, 1818, p725). John adopted the 

additional surname of ‘Hamilton’, in recognition of his mother’s family seat of Bardowie, which he 

now also owned. Instead of the lengthy designation of ‘Major John Buchanan Hamilton of Spittal, 

Bardowie and Leny’, he was thereafter generally known as ‘Major Hamilton of Bardowie’. Despite 

being married to Mary (sometimes called ‘Margaret’) Crawford of Jordanhill, they had no children. 

His widow died in Cheltenham, in 1842, as widow of ‘Colonel John Hamilton’. In 1818, he was in 

turn succeeded by his brother Dr Francis Buchanan. (see 1818). 

 

1791 October 31 - Maria youngest daughter of the late Thomas Buchanan of Spittall and Leny, 

marries John Hunter Spreull Crawford of Cowdenhill at Leny House. Morning Chronicle  Nov 8, 

1791, 4. 

 

1794 – Rev James Robertson, minister of Callander, writes a ‘General View of the Agriculture in the 

Southern Districts of the County of Perth, ’ for the Board of Agriculture in London. Although 

informative about general practices, there is nothing specifically about arboriculture or woodland 

management on Leny estate within its pages. ‘Lime is found at Callander [at Leny] … [it has] blue 

ground, finely variegated with streakes of a pure white’ . (Robertson 1794, p25). 

 

1799 – Rev James Robertson, minister of Callander compiles a ‘General View of the Agriculture in the 

County of Perth’.  

[p236] ‘There are more oak woods and of greater value, in this country, than in all the rest of Scotland. The 

copse of oak is cut once in 24 or 26 years. A few spare trees of the most promising appearance and of the 

best figure are left at proper distances, from one cutting to another, and sometimes for three or four 

cuttings. The streightest are generally spared … that crooked oak is more eagerly sought after by ship 

builders and brings a higher price, than … streight. Yet as copice wood is the object, streight trees injure it 

least. Scotch oak has been found in general too close in the grain to bend for ship sides, and even for the 

same reason it is found to snap over when used as ribs to a ship; its closeness in the grain is the effect of 

flower growth, owing to frequent checks by early and late frosts.  

 

The purchasers of these woods begin to cut about 1 May, or as early as the bark will rise … It is from this 

part that trees and shrubs increase [p237] their diameter … The cutting of oak woods … stops betwixt the 

middle and the end of July. That period is too late, because the shoots, which the stock sends forth after 

that time, are too tender to stand the winter’s frost …. Contractors are … bound to have the lot [ie the two 

oak growths in one season], destined to be cut in one year (provincially the hag) cleared by Candlemas, or 

at farthest by the middle of March, in order not to hurt the young growth of the following spring. 
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Instead of cutting all oak woods at a particular age, without regard ot the soil, it might be more proper to 

cut woods which grow on dry, barren soils, at 20 years old … before the stunted trees gather moss’.  

 

Robertson makes many further, general observations and recommendations for increasing timber 

and bark yield, and trying new rather than sticking with traditional practices. Leny Woods are not 

specifically mentioned, as most of the information applies to Perthshire in general and is not site 

specific. Bark is sent to tanners on the coast by boat; crooked timbers are used for boatbuilding, 

and straight ones for coachbuilding, spokes, or for local use and charcoal for foundries. [pp238-9]. 

Robertson observes, ‘the practice of charing timber does not prevail so much as formerly, because the 

managers of these furnaces char the pit coal found in their neighbourhood, and use it in place of the others, 

which saves them the expense of a long carriage'.  

 

[p240] Oak woods newly cut are commonly inclosed, either with a stone wall or railed in with a part of 

their own timber and are preserved from cattle, for the space of 5, 6 or 7 years .’  

 

1794 – ‘Old’ or First Statistical Account - ‘Parish of Callander’, [Robertson 1794, J 574-627] 

[p583] ‘About the middle of [Loch Lubnaig] there is a tremendous rock, called Craig-na-coheilg, the Rock of 

the Joint Hunting, which is the boundary between the two estates … the two chiefs met there, with their 

hounds … and hunted about the rock in common … Opposite to this lies the hunting seat of Mr Bruce of 

Kinnaird, a part of the estate of Kier … where he … arrang[ed] the notes of his memorable travels to 

Abyssinia, which will transmit his fame to future ages.‘ 

 

[p585] ‘There is a beautiful quarry of limestone, or rather marble, on the estate of Leney, the property of 

Mr Hamilton of Bardowie, the ground of which is a deep blue … of this beautiful stone some gentlemen 

have made jam[b]s, hearths and lintels polished smooth as a mirror. It is commonly burnt, and makes a 

pure and valuable lime, and the fertility of the environs … are very much owing to this stimulous.’ 

   

[p595] Kilmahog ‘is beautifully situated on a plain below the proprietor’s mansion. At its west end, the 

wood of Leney forms an amphitheatre, which covers the front of the hills; and the tumultuous noise of the 

cataract at the Pass of Leney 

[p596] where a whole river tumbles down from precipice to precipice over a succession of rocks for several 

hundred yards adds grandeur to the scene’.  

 

[p600] ‘Trees – The oak is the most numerous and most valuable of our trees. Our oak woods bring … 

about £15,000 at every cutting, to the different proprietors, in 24 or 25 years. The oak bark is generally 

sold to the tanners, on the Frith of Forth, at from 1/2d to 1/6d per stone. Our oak woods have lately been 

peeled to the ground, and no visible bad consequence has followed … whereas formerly they were only 

peeled to the ax or place where the tree is cut.’  
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‘The alder and the ash abound here. We have bird cherry, willows of various kinds, and mountain ash. The 

bark of the last two is used in tanning leather, along with oak bark. The bark of [oak] is a powerful 

astringent … Our most numerous and extensive plantations are of Scotch fir, or pine. Although there are 

whole forests of this species … south … of the Tay few or none are … planted by the hand of nature. Larch 

thrives exceedingly well, and grows much taller than any other timber … Spruce firs, silver firs, New 

England pines, elms, beeches … have been planted here, and thrive … The shrubs and underwood … are 

much the same with surrounding parishes.’ 

 

[p602] ‘Mills, etc – We have a lint mill, 4 meal mills, 1 for bruising lint and rapeseed, 1 fulling mill for 

woollen cloth and 1 threshing mill for grain; and 3 kilns, with yetling, or cast iron floors, for drying grain.’ 

Concise Scots Dictionary, ‘yetling – article made of cast-iron.’ [See entry 1829-37, Branch VI 

Kilmahog Kiln, 1833, Aug 24; refers to Kilmahog kiln’s bought-in iron components in the quoted 

extracts from NRS, GD161/21/3 Account Book, 1829-37]. 

 

[p612] ‘Leney [means], in Gaelic Len-uih, ie full of wood. The plains of Leney were formerly covered with 

stately alders, the skirts of the hills with oaks, the front and brow of the hills and glens with birches. The 

alders, and birches have mostly disappeared; the oak woods are preferred. … Tombea – ‘the birch hill.’ 

 

[p615] ‘Ari-vuri-cheardich ‘the shealling of the Moravian tinker’. Every place of this country … abounded in 

wood, and there are vestige in many parts, of furnaces, where cast iron was either made, or smelted, and 

formed into rude implements …. These Germans very probably imported the art of working in cast iron [to 

Morayshire] and went … through the country, teaching their art … Gaelic always applies … ‘tinker’ to one 

who works in cast iron’ and ‘a smith’ to one who works in iron that is malleable’. [Highly doubtful 

derivation of placenames!] 

 

[p624]  ’A great many more Scotch firs should be planted. Such is the present scarcity of this wood at 

Callander, that a cubical foot of it sells as dear in this place, as that from the Baltic at the shore of Stirling. 

If [Callander village] be increased farther, Scotch firs or larches, of all kings of timber, are the most 

necessary for that purpose’. [Robertson 1794, J 574-627] 

 

1800 – Stated factory account between Major Hamilton of Bardowie, and Donald McIntyre junior, 

at Leny, his factor; income for 1800 includes:  

Price of 3 oak trees sold at Leney £86/14/0½d 

Small timber sold at Leney £3/15/6d. 

Rent for Leny from Whitsun 1797-Whitsun 1798 [ie year from 15 May] = £402/19/8d. 

24 stones of hay left in barn valued at 10/- 

[NRS, GD161/20; items unnumbered; Factory Accounts 1797-1800] 
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1801 Feb 6 - Stated account between Major Hamilton of Bardowie, and Donald McIntyre at Leny, 

his factor; Hamilton reimburses McIntyre his factor’s expenses. Income from one years’ rent of 

Leny is £422/12/8d. In 1801, outgoings include: 

Feb 7 Pd to the henwife, 10/- [she is named below; usually an anonymous ‘footnote’ figure] 

Feb 24 Pd to Peter Wright [gardener] for going to Buchanan for larches, 3/-  

April 3 Pd D McLaren for working 12 days in the wood, 14/- 

Apr 20 Pd P Wright for 25 days working in the wood, £1/9/2 

Apr 20 Pd collector the cess for miln and kiln, 18/8d 

July 12 Pd Duncan Campbell for weeding woods, £1/11/6d 

July 25 Pd Christian King, henwife by order of Mrs Hamilton, 5/- [henwives are usually 

anonymous!] 

July 30 Pd to Peter Wright, gardener, £1/15/- 

[NRS, GD161/20; items unnumbered; Factory Accounts 1801-03] 

 

1808 Feb 18 - Caledonian Mercury – The forfeited estates of the Drummonds, formerly claimants 

to the Jacobite Dukedom of Perth, had long been restored to the family. Following the marriage of 

heiress Clementina Drummond (1786-1865) to Peter Burrell in October 1807, some of the 

property was sold. Much of this land bordered on, or was adjacent to, Leny. The advert appears 

below: 

‘Valuable Estates in Perthshire for Sale: To be sold by public roup, within the Royal Exchange Coffeehouse, 

Edinburgh, upon Monday the 27th day of June 1808 … Certain parts of the Baronies of Strathgartney and 

Callander, in the Lots following, viz: 

1. The Lands of Duncragan, Offrans and Coshombie, measuring about 507 Scots acres … 

4. The lands of Corrichrombie, Tarnduan and Bochastle, together with the common between Farnduan 

and Bochastle, measuring about 856 Scots acres, of which about 300 acres are arable, and the remainder 

consists of pasture and wood ...  

8. The village of Callander of Monteath, and adjacent village lands; the Parks of Callander, and Common 

Pasture (exclusive of the fir wood of Callander, which is to be reserved).The lands included in this lot 

consist of about 406 Scots acres, partly arable and partly pasture, and are bounded on the south by the 

river Teath, on the west and north by the lands of Leny, and on the east by the lands of Gart, by Callander 

wood, and the lands of Auchlessie. 

The village of Callander of Monteath, which is built upon the eighth lot, is a remarkably neat and pleasant 

village, situated on the banks of the river Teath. It lies to the north-west of the town of Stirling, being 

distant from it about 16 miles, and it has the advantage of a regular post. Some of the lots are in the 

neighbourhood of the village, and none of them are at a greater distance from it than six miles. All the 

lands are most delightfully situated either upon the banks of Loch Venachar, which is a very fine fresh 

water lake of about nine miles in circumference, or upon the river Teath, in both which [sic] there is good 
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salmon and trout fishing. Upon all the lots there is wood; but the Oak Copse Woods on lots second and fifth 

are, in particular, extensive and valuable. There are not any where to be met with finer situations for 

buildng on; and the lands, particularly the three first lots, are n the near neighbourhood of the Trosacks 

[sic] and Loch Catharine, the grand and beautiful scenery of which is now too well known to require any 

particular description.’ 

 

1818 - Dr Francis Buchanan. (1762-1829) inherited from his brother John, and held the estates 

until 1829. He adopted the name Dr Francis Buchanan Hamilton of Spittal, Bardowie and Leny. He 

studied medicine, and from 1794 onwards, he served as an East India Company surgeon in Bengal. 

In the early 19th century, he accompanied various military and diplomatic expeditions, and made a 

statistical, topographic and agriucultural survey of Bengal. While in India, Francis studied and 

described scientifically, many new species of plants and fishes. He briefly managed Calcutta 

Botanical Gardens, but returned home in 1815. Francis wrote numerous travel and botany books, 

and was elected to the Royal Society (of London) in 1806, and that of Edinburgh in 1817. The 

standard descriptor, Buch-Ham is prefixed to species he described, or alternatively, ‘Hamilton 

1822’ is applied to fish. His only son, another John Buchanan Hamilton, was born in 1822.  

 

1830 Apr 17 - Caledonian Mercury – With the death of Dr Francis Buchanan Hamilton, Leny House 

was empty so was advertised for lease. A feature is made of Hamilton's arboretum, as he was a 

plant collector and connoisseur while living in India. ‘Delightful Residence in Perthshire to Let. 

Excellent Shooting. To be let … for such a term of years as may be agreed on. Leny House … is beautifully 

situated on the banks of the River Teith, is considered one of the most desrable places in Perthsire … There 

is a daily post, and a stage coach passes near it allmost every day in the week. The famous Pass of Leny is 

on the property.’  

 

‘The house consists of a parlour, dining room, drawing room, 5 principal bedrooms, 3 light closets off, 3 

attic or garret bedrooms, library … there is a garden of about 2 acres, stocked with fruit trees of the best 

kinds, and in full bearing, and the glens behind the house were laid out with the greatest taste by the late 

proprietor, at an expence of several thousand pounds, being intersected with gravel walks, and the 

shrubbery filled with the rarest foreign plants and trees of every description, forming the most delightful 

pleasure grounds … The right of shooting over the estate will also be let … The muirs are nearly surrounded 

by Lord Willoughby de Eresby’s well known preserves … there being plenty of grouse, black game, partridge 

and hare. Roes are also found upon the estate. There is also excellent salmon and trout fishing on the river 

and lakes.’ 

 

1829-37 – The Buchanan of Leny papers contain the Leny Factor’s Account book for 1829-37, 

which includes expenses for managing plantations, and the purchase of timber for using on the 

estate, as well as maintenance of farm buildings, the mill and field boundaries. Gardener’s and 
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labourers’ wages, masons’ and forestry accounts are also given. [Extracts from NRS, GD161/21/3 

Account Book, 1829-37]. 

 

‘William Blacklock with Dr Hamilton’s Trustees 1829-38 ’ [unpaginated, double page spreads with 

debit or drawn on lhs; and cr, or credit record, expenses on rhs] 

 

‘[Admin Section or Estate Number] III, Account Current, William Blacklock, writer in Callander, with the 

Trustees of the deceased Dr Francis Hamilton of Bardowie, for his intromissions, with the arrears of rent 

and management of the estate of Leny from 15 June to 1 Sept 1829’ 

 

Discharge  

1829 June 27 Pd balance of labourers’ wages due at Dr Hamilton’s decease per John Blackie 

£3.1.10 

1829 Aug 22 Pd labourers’ wages 8-22 Aug per John Blackie 5.11.4 

1829 Aug 24 Pd John Blackie for wood etc purch by him at Cambusmore for repairing fences, 

bridges etc 7.2.4 

 

Rent 

John Gourlay lint mill balance 7.5.11 

The Salmon Fishing Company bal 1.13.4 

 

Branch No IV, Francis Hamilton’s Funeral 1829 

1829 Jun 22 Given out to poor at funeral this day £3 

1829 Jul 5 Pd Alexander MacGregor, innkeeper, Callander dinner bill and after funeral 6.17.1 

1829 July 6 Pd Duncan MacNab wright for making and mounting coffin £10 

 

No III, Account Current, William Blacklock, writer in Callander, with the Trustees of the deceased 

Dr Francis Hamilton of Bardowie, for the rents of Leny, from Whitsun 1829 to Whitsun 1830 

Tenants names etc; Farms Drumardock, Trean, Balmeanoch, Farmiston, Woodend and Lower 

Woodend, Cross House, Tynhaw, Law Part, houses in Kilmahog, etc 

 

1829 Discharge [outgoings] 

Dec 7 Deduction given to Trean and Balmenoch tenants, being a year’s allowance for ground taken 

off their hill for a plantation lined off by Dr Hamilton before his decease 2.15.1½ 

Deduction given to Andrew Buchanan Farmiston being a ½ year’s allowance for ground taken off 

him for a planting and the park above Leny House as at Whitsun last £8 

 

Charge, income 
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To a/c of Mr Malcolm McMurich, wood merchant, Inveruglas, accepted bill dated 24 Mar 1830 and 

payable this Whit 1831 as the price of the first hag or cutting of the wood of Leny, sold by public 

roup in terms of articles of roup and sale dated and subscribed by Mr McLaren for himself and the 

Trustees, 24 Mar 1830 £340 

 

Outgoings 

Jul 10 Pd wages to John Blackie and labourers, including carrying gravel for walks 6.8.3½ 

Jul 24 Pd do lab wages last 14 days [no mention of gravel haulage] 3.3.11 

 

1829 Branch III, Improvements, Repairs 

Sep 5 Pd John Blackie for carriage of wood purchased at Cambusmore (see last a/c) for repairing 

fences, bridges etc 3.1.2 

Sep 19 Pd John Blackie for ropes to fasten trees and nails for fences 1.13.6 

Oct 12 Pd Hugh Lime mole-catcher for killing moles at Leny for last year 2.2.00 

Sept 19 Pd J & J Buchanan lime burners for lime for repairing Round Park dyke 5.14.00 

Oct 14 Pd John Gourlay mason for mason-work on do 6.17.9 

Dec 4 Pd now and formerly Peter McLeish and Martin Campbell, Sawyers, for sawing timber to 

repair fences, etc 12.19.6½ 

 

1829 Branch II, Overseer’s and Labourers’ wages 

Sep 5 Pd J Blackie the labourers’ wages working at Leny for last fortnight £4 

Sep 19 Pd John Blackie including carriage of stabs and rafters per a/c 5.7.5½ 

Oct 3, 17, 31 Pd as above rafters, etc respective dates 5.4.3½; 5.1.10½; 4.16.3 

Nov 11 Pd John Blackie his wages as overseer for last ½ year  

Nov 11 Pd Andrew Carson gardener balance of his wages at 6/6d per week 4.8.10 

 

1830 no dates 

Income from price of 8 trees sold to Duncan Buchanan, wright in Callander 3.3.00 

 

Expenditure – 1829 

Nov 14 Pd John Blackie’s labourers’ wages per last fortnight incl carriage of stabs and rafters 

4.7.9½ 

1830 Jan - Jun Pd wages to labourers, gardener, etc; only John Blackie and the gardener are 

individually named  

1830 May 15 Pd John Blackie labourers’ wages for last 14 days incl carriages and gravel for walks 

5.16.3d 

 

Branch III, Improvements, Repairs 
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1829 Dec 9 Dec 9 Pd Alexr Macfarland mason for furnishing the cope-stones for the Round Park 

dyke 1.17.6 

Dec 12 Pd Gregor McGregor for larch for repairing the palings 7/- 

1830 Apr 19 Pd Alexander Brown for garden plants 8/2d 

May 18 Pd Messrs Burns & Dewar for nails for the palings 2.6.8 

Jun 8 Pd Duncan McNab a/c for wright-work since 15 Jun 1820 15.8.4 

Jun 14 Pd J & J Buchanan lime burners for a kiln of lime for the burnside or Long Park dyke of Leny 

£10 

Aug 6 Pd labourers’ wages for repair dykes and banks of the glen injured by high water 5.2.00 

Aug 23 Pd Messrs Drummond & Sons, Stirling for garden seeds 1.3.6½ 

Aug 24 Pd Messrs Eagle & Henderson Edinburgh a/c 4.11.2 

 

1830 Branch IV, Kilmahog New Mill-wheel 

Note – wood received from Leith and pd for by Mr Thomson or by Gibson, Craigs, Wardlaw & 

Dalziel 

May 13 Pd Mr Hosie the freight of said wood, and shore dues 16/9d 

Jun 16 Pd Peter McLeish & Alexr Campbell for sawing the wood 1.16.00  

 

1829 Branch IV, New Plantations Above Balmenoch 

Nov 12 Pd now and formerly to Donald McNicol dyke builder, for building rickle dyke around the 

planting, per specification and estimate £72 

Dec 12 12 Pd J Blackie labourers’ wages from 28 Nov to 12 Dec 3.5.8 

Dec 26 Pd John Blackie for labourers’ wages, for last fortnight 4.0.4 

Dec 26 Pd John Blackie his expense going into Edinburgh and selecting and taking up the plants, 

1.17.6 

1830 Feb 20 Pd labourers’ wages for planting occasionally from 26 Dec to 20 Feb 2.14.9 

Mar 6 Pd to Duncan McNab in full for building the dyke 5.13.0 

Aug 24 Pd Dickson & Sons Edinburgh, their a/c for the trees 28.9.3 

Pd J Macfarlane, Edinburgh, carrier, for carriage of trees out from thence per a/c 9.14.3 

Total 132.9.1 spent on plantation 

 

1830 Branch VI, First Hag of Leny Wood, dykes etc 

Feb 18 Pd incidents [ie expenses] at a meeting with the Kilmahog tenants this day at entering into 

an arrangement with them, regarding their rights of pasturage in the wood 7/6d 

Mar 6 Pd John Blackie for paint for marking the maidens, and incidents to men employed 9/3d 

Mar 13 Pd Donald Ferguson wood forester for valuing the 1st hag 1.14.00 

Mar 24 Pd Wm McAlpine auctioneer his fees for selling said hag by public roup this day 1.1.00 

Mar 24 Pd bill for stamp for sale of the wood 8/7d 
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Pmar 24 Pd half of McGregor’s bill for dinner to the purchasers after roup 4.12.6 

May 29 Pd John Blackie’s labourers’ wages digging foundations of roadside dykes in the wood 

2.4.6½ 

Jun 12 Pd John Blackie for labourers’ wages, 14 days 1.13.4 

Jun 14 Pd J & J Buchanan for lime for building part of said roadside dyke (where a drystone dyke 

would not stand), 3.10.00 

Jun 21 Pd now and formerly per A McIntyre & P Ferguson’s part, and repairing other parts of the 

march dykes between the lands of Annie and the Wood of Leny per specs, estimate, a/c and receipt, 

3.7.8½ 

Jun 26 Pd John Blackie’s labourers for digging foundations of roadside dykes for last 14 days 1.3.9 

Jul 10 Pd John Blackie’s labourers’ wages etc 14 days, [figures unclear] 

Jul 10 Pd J Gourlay for building dyke at Little Pass of Leny with lime, 5.13.00 

Aug 13 Pd James Brown contractor for roadside dykes £24 

Aug 23 Pd James Weir, proprietor, Stirling Journal , for twice advertising first hag for sale, 15/- 

Aug 23 Pd C Munro & Co of Stirling Advertiser. for twice advertising first hag for sale, 15/- 

Aug 24 Pd Charles Buchan [sic] for carriage to the roadside dykes 9/6d 

Aug 24 Pd J & J Gray of the North British Advertiser for twice advertising the sale of the 1st hag 

1.1.8½ 

First Hag - total expenditure 55.13.5½ [for Branch IV, 1st Hag of Leny Woods] 

 

Price of Wood Sold 

[Income] Mr McMurrich’s bill for the price of 1st hag of the Wood of Leny £340 [no date given] 

[Income] No date – Duncan Buchanan [wright in Callander] for 8 trees purchased by him 3.3.00 

Total 343.3.00 

 

General Account Current William Blacklock No IV 

1829 Sept 19 Cash found in Dr Hamilton’s repositories, and laid aside by him for repairing Leny 

Lime Quarry road, 1.7.7½ 

   

1830 Branch III, Improvements Repairs, etc 

Oct 4 Pd Gen G Stirling [General Alexander Graham Stirling of Rednock, died 1849] for wood for 

repairing fences 1.18.6d 

Oct 4 Pd carriage of wood from Rednock and other expenses 1.15.6 

Oct 15 Pd Wm Buchanan for ropes for Leny washing green 15/5½ 

Nov 15 Pd Peter McLeish and Martin Campbell for sawing wood for repairing fences 2.10.3½  

1831 Mar 5 Pd Gen Graham Stirling for additional wood for fences 2.19.6 

1831 Jun 27 Pd labourers’ and carters’ wages for repairing banks of river from Kilmahog to Little 

Lenny, and spirits for the tenants on the day on which they were employed 5.4.2 
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1831 Aug 15 Pd M Campbell & Peter McLeish for sawing last wood purchased from Gen Graham 

[sic – probably Gen Alexr Graham Stirling] for repairing the fences, bridges etc 9.18.9  

 

Branch V, Kilmahog New Mill-wheel 

1830 Sept 25 Pd Dudgeon & Balleny of Leith for the wood for the wheel 9.7.6 

(Note by factor - Last year’s a/c said Gibson, Craig, Wardlaw etc had paid this a/c for wood but that 

was a mistake). 

Nov 9 Pd Wm Buchanan painter for white lead and oil for painting wheel 1.4.00 

1831 May 14 Pd Duncan Buchanan, mill-wright now and formerly for making the wheel 8.2.00 

Aug 24 Pd Duncan Buchanan, wright for 13 days work at the wheel alongst with D Buchanan 

mill-wright 1.19.00 

 

1830 Branch VI, Kilmahog New Barley Meal Mill 

Sept 8 John Mailer, Benheath Quarry, the price of a pan of stones £4 

Nov 17 Aelx Macfarlane mason, for dressing said stones 15/- 

1831 Apr 27 Jas MacGregor for carriage of stones from Benheath to Kilmahog £2 

May 14 Duncan Buchananan mill-wright, working at do 2.14.00 

[There are various other accounts for smith-work etc] 

Wm Maxwell smith, Norristown his a/c 4.12.2 

Martin Campbell and Peter McLeish for sawyer work 1.5.3  

 

Branch VII, Young Plantations above Balmenoch (continued from last Leny a/c) 

1830 Dec 11 Pd labourers’ wages for filling up the blanks 4.2.6 

1831 Aug 16 Pd W Drummond & Sons, Stirling, for the plants for filling spaces in plantation 1.8.9 

Aug 16 Carriage of plants from Stirling 3/6d 

Total 5.14.9 

 

Branch VIII, First Hag of Leny Wood (continued from 1st Leny A/c) 

1830 Sept 13 Pd John Stewart for digging the remaining parts of the foundation of the roadside 

dykes 1.5.00 

Sept 13 Pd Donald McLaren for carriage of additional lime and sand for do 2/6d 

Sept 17 Charles Buchan [sic] for carriage of additional lime and sand for do 7/6d 

Sept 18 Pd Donald Ferguson for putting up a stake and rice paling betwixt the 1st and 2nd hags on 

the upper side of the road 4.10.00 

Sept 18 Pd McLeish and Campbell for putting up a paling on the march dyke betwixt the Annie and 

Wood of Leny - the Leny half per estimate 9.16.3¼d  

Oct 16 Labourers’ wages for casting [digging] drains in the wood to prepare the ground for planting 

below the road 1.5.00 
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Nov 12 Pd Charles Buchan [sic] for carriages for the roadside dykes 17/8d 

Nov 17 Pd Duncan McNab for making 2 new gates for roadside dykes 1.3.6 

Nov 20 Pd James Brown and Peter Carmichael now and formerly balance due for building and 

repairing the roadside dykes 17/8d 

Nov 17 Pd John Gourlay mason, for remaining part of his work on the roadside dykes at ‘Big Park’, 

9.7.5½ 

1830 Dec 11 Pd labourers’ wages for cleaning the brush wood and planting below the road from 18 

Nov to 2 Dec 4.18.3 

1831 Jan 22 Pd J & J Buchanan lime burners, for additional lime for the roadside dykes £3 

May 7 Pd labourers’ wages for cleaning the oak stocks and burning the brushwood, and both below 

and above the road, 7.2.00 

Jun 6 Pd John Stewart for casting [digging] drains on west side of the wood below the road in spring 

last 2.6.2 

July [date?] Jas Dickson & Son for young plants for planting 4.19.00 

July [same day as above entry] J McFarlane, carrier, Edinburgh for carriage of said plants 2.9.00 

 

Branch IX, 2nd and 3rd Hags of Leny Wood 

1831 April 10 Expenses at the roup this day – but no sale effected 6/- 

Apr 30 Pd Donald Ferguson wood valuator for valuing said hags 1.11.6 

May 13 Pd John Berry for paint 9/- 

May 13 Pd John Berry for incidents for men employed at marking the maidens 5/6d – total 14/6d 

Aug 10 Pd J & J Gray of North British Advertiser for advertising the sale 9/- 

Aug 12 Pd James Weir of Stirling Journal for advertising the sale 16/2d 

Aug 12 Pd Stirling Advertiser  15.7.00 

Total for sale costs 4.2.9 

 

1832 Branch V, Second and Third Hags of Leny Wood 

Mar 24 Pd John Sands, auctioneer for rouping the wood this day 10/6d 

Apr 30 Pd Alexander MacGregor, innkeeper, share of the dinner bill after roup 2.16.00 

Jun 24 Pd James Brown for work in building stone dyke on upper side of road £8 

July 7 and 17 Pd Peter Ferguson and William McPherson for erecting stake and rice palings at top 

of wood £9 [stake-and-rice is a fence of smaller dead branches woven between uprights] 

July 24 Pd James Brown [stonemason or contractor] further to account £6 

Aug 27 Pd James Muir Stirling Journal  for advertising wood 15/- 

Pd C Muirs Junior and Co, Advertiser  office for advertising wood 15/- 

Aug 31 Pd James Brown [stonemason or contractor] further for roadside dyke 5.10.00 

Sep 15 Pd John Berry labourers’ wages for putting up paling on top of the dyke at the east end of 

the Wood of Leny 2.15.10 
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Sept 17 Pd Alex Buchanan and others half the expenses of remaining part of the march dyke 

betwixt the Annie and Wood of Leny 7.12.6½ 

[Branch V, total for 2 hags] 43.14.10½ 

   

Branch VI, Thinnings of Leny (Wood) Glen  

1832 Jun 26 Pd lab wages for thinning in the glen and for banking the same 6.12.00 

Sep 8 Pd J Berry’s personal expenses going to Stirling with the bark 5/- 

Sep 14 Pd Colin Buchanan’s account for driving the bark to Stirling 12/1d [rare mention of selling 

bark] 

Pd Charles Buchan [sic] do for driving the remainder 9/3d 

Total for Branch VI = 7.18.4 

 

Branch VII, Plantations 

1832 Sep 13 Pd Messrs Drummond & Son for plants for beating or filling up the young plantations 

4.8.00 

Sep 13 Carriage of do 6/6d [Concise Scots Dictionary – ‘beeting – in forestry, planting trees to 

replace others]  

Total 4.14.6 

   

Account current [No date but 1832] 

Interest received from Andrew Buchan [sic, not ‘Buchanan’] and the tenants of Kilmahog in the half 

of the outlay of building the march dyke betwixt Little Leny and Bochastle 11/- 

Mar 3 Received price of the 2nd and 3rd hags of Leny coppice wood sold Messrs McLay & Co, 24 Mar 

1832 - £560 

 

Branch II, Overseer and Labourers’ Wages Whitsun 1832-33 

Oct 13 Pd J Berry, overseer and gardener the balance of his half years wages £12 

 

Branch III Improvements, Repairs etc [Clan Gregor Castle below was Lanrick Castle, Kilmadock 

Parish, now demolished] 

1832 Mar 22 Pd Wm McLay for rafters for Leny fences 3.8.9 

1832 Aug 14 Pd Jas Kay for wood purchased at Sir E J McGregor’s roup at Clan Gregor Castle for 

the fences at Leny 1.18.7  

Aug 24 Pd carriage of the wood purchased at Clan Gregor Castle on 14th to Leny 2.6.8 

 

1832 Branch V, 2nd and 3rd Hags of Leny wood 

Oct 13 Pd labourers’ wages for repairing dyke at east end of wood 1.19.2 

Nov 5 Pd James Brown balance for rebuilding roadside dyke 13.16.4 
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1833 Mar 2 Pd labourers’ wages for cleaning of brushwood from oak stocks in Feb last 1.13.9 

Mar 30 Pd labourers’ wages for cleaning of brushwood from oak stocks in March 6.1.8 

Apr 27 Pd labourers’ wages for cleaning of brushwood from oak stocks April 7.3.1 

May 4 Pd labourers’ wages for cleaning of brushwood from oak stocks in May [same amount again] 

7.3.1 

 

Branch VI, Kilmahog Kiln - [see also entry for 1794, p602, concerning grain-drying kilns ‘with 

yetling’, or cast iron floors; Kilmahog also has bought-in iron components; Concise Scots Dictionary , 

‘yetling – article made of cast-iron’]. 

1833 July 30 Pd Sir Robert Dundas for wood for the kiln 3.16.1 

Aug 24 Pd the Deanston Works for the cast metal bars and plates 12.12.4 

Total 16.8.5  

[Deanston Cotton Mills were at Doune. Were the bars and plates being purchased secondhand, or 

were they left over from the fireproof mill’s construction c1827? Doune already incorporated fire 

retardant materials like cast iron pillars.]  

 

1834 Mar 1 - Caledonian Mercury  – Leny House is for let again, as the laird, John (b1822), the son of 

Dr Francis Buchanan Hamilton, is still under-age and has several other residences, including 

Bardowie.  

 

Spittal Rents Whitsun 1833 [June] – Whitsun 1833 [June] [Spittal is round Drymen, in Kilmaronock 

and Croftamie parishes] 

1834 Feb 3 Pd Wm Jamieson for fencing the Glen Plantation 6.6.1 

Feb 3 Pd Hugh Russell for plants for said fence 1.10.00 

Feb 3 Pd John Carrick for stabs and rafters 3.5.00 

Aug 4 Pd Wm Jamieson for cleaning and pruning wood and filling up and draining wood 2.3.4 

Aug 4 Pd Hugh and William Russell for oak and fir plants for do 1.2.2 

 

Leny Whitsun 1833-4 

1833 Sept 14 Pd labourers’ wages last month 5.2.11 

Oct 12 Pd labourers’ wages last month £5 

Nov 9 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.11.11 

Nov 9 Pd John Berry gardener, balance of half year’s wage £11 

1833 Dec 14 John Blair, Charles Buchan [sic] and Alexr Buchanan for carriages in making new cut in 

river at Little Leny 2.3.4 

1834 Pd M McLaren for spirits for Kilmahog tenants when banking Little Leny 9/- 

Jun 5 Pd Sir E J McGregor for rafters for repairing fences 2.14.00 
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Jun 21 Pd Charles Buchan [sic] and others for carrying of rafters for repairing fences from Clan 

Gregor 10/- 

[Clan Gregor Castle was Lanrick Castle, Kilmadock Parish, now demolished] 

 

Branch X, Leny Dog Kennel 

1834 Jun 21 Pd James McLaren for slates for do 19/6d 

Aug 9 Pd Sir E J McGregor for wood for roofing 2.2.9 [McGregor lived at Lanrick Castle estate, 

Kilmadock Parish] 

Also for carriage, small kiln of lime, extending kennel walls sawing wood, total for kennel 10.14.2 

 

Lenny 1834-5 [no additional heading given, probably counted as miscellaneous expenses] 

1834 May 19 Pd Colin Robertson for repairing march dyke between Little Leny and Bochastle, 

Leny half 2.9.00 

   

Branch III, Improvements and Repairs 

1835 Jul 21 Pd Earl of Murray’s a/c for wood for stabs and rafters at Leny 7.9.10 [Earls owned 

nearby ruined Doune Castle] 

Jul 21 Pd Peter McLeish and others for cutting and dragging stabs and rafters, 8/- 

[no entries for hags; only for gardens] 

 

Accounts 1835-6 No branch or section entries for hags 

 

Rents Leny Whitsun 1835 - Whitsun 1836; Leny still managed by Trustees of Francis Hamilton of 

Bardowie, deceased 

No 24 The Salmon Fishing Co £5 

No 25 Miss Dundas for Leny House, furnished gardens and produce and game, £160 

No 26 J & J Buchanan for Leny Lime Quarry due in Oct 1835, as follows: 

22 large kilns of lime at 7/- each 7.1.4 

[? Unknown figures for number of kilns lit - copying mistake] small kilns of lime at 2/4d – figures 

unclear 

Total 11.11.00  

1836 Apr 11 Pd John McIntyre for himself and Malcolm McIntyre for cleaning and thinning young 

oak in the first hag of the Wood of Leny 9.5.00 

Jun 1 Pd John McIntyre for spirits for tenants when banking the river at Little Leny 7/6d 

Jun 1 Pd Andrew Buchanan his rent for park and planting garden due Martinmas 1835 £8 

 

1835 Branch II, Overseer’s and Labourers’ Wages 

Aug 15 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.19.3 
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Aug 24 Pd John Berry further of his current year’s wages 4.16.00 

Sep 12 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.15.8 

Oct 10 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 5.3.6 

Nov 7 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.9.00 

Nov 28 Pd John Berry balance of half year’s wages £11 

Dec 5 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.18.3 

1836 Jan 2 Labourers’ wages last month 5.3.9 

1836 Jan 30 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 3.2.0½ 

Mar 26 Pd labourers’ wages last month 4.3.2 

Apr 23 Pd labourers’ wages last month 4.10.7 

May 21 Pd labourers’ wages last month 4.12.4 

 

1835 Branch III, Improvements and Repairs 

Aug 12 Pd Peter McLeith and Martin Campbell, sawers, sawing wood at Leny for different purposes 

2.9.11  

Aug 15 Pd Alexander Campbell and Donald McColl for cleaning cesspool at Leny 10/10d  

Nov 28 Pd James Kay, Clan Gregor [Castle] for wood for fences 5/17/4¾ [Clan Gregor Castle was 

Lanrick Castle, Kilmadock Parish, now demolished] 

 

No III, Account current William Blacklock, writer in Callander with the trustees of the deceased Dr 

Francis Hamilton of Bardowie, for rents of leny for the year from Whitsun 1836-Whitsun 1837 

Collin Buchanan’s salary as ground officer year end Martinmas 1835 2.10.00 

[Other outgoings etc] 

 

Branch II Overseer’s and Labourers’ Wages 

1836 Sep Pd 10 labourers’ wages for last month 4.13.8 

Oct 8 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.15.8 

Nov 5 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.7.6 

Nov 15 Pd John Berry [gardener-overseer] the balance of his half year’s wages due at this term 

11.14.00 

1837 April 22 Pd labourers’ wages for the last month 4.7.11 

April 22 Pd extra or assistant labourers’ wages for the month 3.16.00 

 

Branch III, Improvements and Repairs  

1837 Jan 9 Pd James McNab mason,for jambs and dressing for rebuilding Leny Over 2.14.2 

1837 Jan 16 Pd masons for building new bulwark at Kilmahog Wool Mill 4.12.3 

Jun 12 Pd James Ferguson for building byre to Robert and Collin Buchanan 2.5.00 

Jun 24 Pd Andrew Ferguson for carriages per a/c 1.13.10 
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Jun 24 Pd Charles Buchan [sic] do 4.1.00 

Jun 24 Pd John Buchanan for time for repairing or building bulwark at Kilmahog Wool Mill £3 

Jun 24 Pd Daniel Buchan [sci] for smith-work 18/8½ 

Jun 24 Pd Malcolm McFarlane slater, 5/3d 

Jun 24 Pd Burns and Dewar for paling nails 3.2.3 

Jun 28 Pd Peter McLeish and Martin Campbell for sawing, 2.10.00  

Aug 1 Pd Sir Evan I M McGregor, for wood 4.16.6 [from Lanrick/ Clan Gregor Castle estate, 

Kilmadock Par, now demolished] 

Aug 30 Pd Duncan McNab for wright-work 9.17.1 

 

Branch IV, Leny Garden  

1837 Jun 24 Pd Hugh McBeath for seed potatoes 9/- 

Sep 1 Pd Messrs Drummond & Sons for seeds 9.19.11 

 

Branch V, Leny House  

1837 Pd Various expenses listed; teinds for stable, tea boiler for house 

Mar 9 Pd John McIntyre & Co for blankets and for a quilt for new bedroom 4.11.00 

 

Branch VI, Smith’s House, Kilmahog 

Pd Outgoings, wright-work, lime slates, total 46.2.4 

[No date] Income, from the rents of Spittal, for crop and year 1837, received from Andrew Yuill for 

a piece of oak coppice sold by him 10.10.00 

Income, the rents of Spittal for crop and year 1837, for thinnings of wood, etc this year £14 

 

Accounts Current Leny Whitsun 1837 – Whitsun 1838 [this is income] 

Miss Dundas, for Leny House, furnished, garden produce and game, being 3rd year of possession 

£145 [she rents mansion] 

J & J Buchanan for the Leny Lime Quarry, rent due in Oct 1837 

27 large kilns of lime at 7/- ea 9.9.00 

35 small kilns of lime at 2/4d each 4.1.8 

Total 13.10.8 

 

Branch I, payments to the tenants, abatements public and parochial burdens, etc 

1838 Apr 26 Pd Malcolm McIntyre and others for thinning and cleaning young oak, etc in last hag 

or cutting of the wood of Leny per specification and offer £18 

 

Branch II, Labourers’ and Overseer’s Wages  

1837 Sep 9 Pd labourers’ wages for last month £5 
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Oct 7 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.12.4 

Nov 4 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.0.9 

Nov 15 Pd John Berry, balance of wages due at Martinmas 1837 £13 

Dec 30 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 4.11.1 

1838 Jan 27 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 2.16.6 

Feb 24 Pd labourers’ wages for last month 12/10d 

[NRS, GD161/21/3] 

 

1837 Nov – The Account of Callander Parish, from the New Statistical Account (Robertson 1837, 

349-360), is written by Rev Peter Robertson (1787-1849). He succeeded his father as the minister 

of Callander. James Robertson (1739-1812) had written the previous Statistical Account entry in 

1794, as well as the Accounts of Agriculture in Perthshire in 1794 and 1799. Father and son were 

the incumbent clergymen here for a total of 75 years (1768-1843). Peter Robertson is recorded on 

the Legacies of Slavery website as receiving compensation of £3,517/2/7d, from a Jamaican 

plantation, as the representative of a slave-owning uncle, the late Duncan Robertson, 

[www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/person/view/43046 ] .   

   

p353 - The oak, the ash, alder, Scotch fir, birch, plane, holly, hazel, and the willow grow spontaneously. The 

oak is valuable, and is cut commonly every 16 or 20 years, and the bark sold to the tanners. The 

proprietors pay great attention to their oak woods, and some of them are beautifying the appearance of 

the country by rich and extensive plantations of Scotch fir, larch, spruce, pane, elm, beech, lime, chestnuts, 

poplar and other trees. There are some trees which have grown to a good size, mostly of hard wood and 

some Scotch fir … The most common shrubs which grow upon the higher grounds are broom, whins and 

heath of the usual kinds. Of the heath, the Highlanders in former times made a dye … which produced an 

orange colour. It has been used too in tanning leather.’ 

 

p359 – ‘Fuel – owing to the improvement in the roads, coal is much more generally used as fuel, than it 

was 25 years ago; and although it is carried from Bannockburn, a distance of 18 miles, it is found to be 

cheaper than the making and carrying of turf or peat. The latter, however, is still much used, and found 

about a mile from Callander.’ 

   

1844 Feb 22 - Stirling Observer, p1  

‘Farms and Meal, Wool, and Waulk Mills, etc, To Let; To be Let, on Leases of 19 Years. 

The following farms, mills and others, on the Estate of Leny in the neighbourhood of Callander, 17 miles 

north-west from Stirling: - 

1. The Farm of Farmstown, as possessed by Mr Andrew Buchanan, present tenant thereof. 

2. The Farm of Drummardoch, as lately possessed by Donald McMartin, and now by Mr John McKinlay. 
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3. The Meal Mill of Kilmahog, with about 35 acres, Scotch, of arable land and meadow, following the same. 

Also, a portion of the Muir of Kilmahog, as presently possessed by Mr Andrew Ferguson, and others.  

4. The Wool & Waulk Mills, and Dye-Works of Kilmahog, with about 18 acres, Scotch, of arable land and 

meadow, following the same. Also, a portion of the Muir of Kilmahog, all as presently possessed by Mr 

Peter McDonald.  

The Farms No 1 and 2 (principally grazing farms), may be let, together if desired; and further particulars 

may be learned on applying to William Blacklock, writer in Callander, who will receive offers for the several 

possessions till the 21 st day of March next. 

Callander, 20 th February 1844.’ 

 

1845 July 9 – Marriage of John Buchanan Hamilton, Laird of Leny, Spittal and Bardowie, to Miss 

Seton. Tenants celebrate at Leny where the factor, Mr Blacklock, laid the foundation stone of the 

new mansion. The architect is Mr Bryce, the contractor Mr MacFarlane, and the Inspector of 

Works, Mr Sommerville. Stirling Observer, 17 July 1845  

 

1848 June 24 – John Buchanan Hamilton of Bardowie, the laird of Leny, has taken off 3½ Scots 

acres for planting, on the hill above the Whin Park. He gives the tenant John McKinley (who rents 

Farmston and Drummardoch farms) an annual deduction of 15/- per acre thereby lost, making a 

£2/12/6d reduction in rent. [NRS, GD161/20; items in box 20 not individually numbered] 

   

1849 Apr 19 - Stirling Observer, p1 1 

‘Ash Wood for Sale; About sixty old Ash Trees, from 7 to 22 inches on the side. Apply to Peter Gorrie, 

Forester, Leny by Callander, with whom offers may be left. Leny, 16 April 1849.’  

 

1851 Feb 20 – A wood auction was held at the Dreadnought Inn, Callander on this day; The slightly 

abbreviated sale regulations are: ‘Conditions of roup of thinnings of oak and other wood in Glen of Leny, 

20 Feb 1851 ’; Property of John Hamilton of Bardowie, Thurs 20 Feb 1851 [notes or precis, not 

exact transcription]. 

 

Thinnings consist of all the oak trees in the Glen of Leny marked with a red ring in paint, the larch 

trees marked by a chip taken from the side of the tree, numbering 263, the spruce and Scotch fir 

trees marked the same way numbering 51; beeches numbering 3; together with larch, spruce, 

Scotch fir and beech already cut and lying in the bottom of the glen, east of the burn. This excludes 

cut ash, and firewood presently lying in the said glen, and collected in heaps, and excludes all 

unmarked trees. 

 
The purchaser can cut and removed the wood on 1 March 1851; cutting must be finished and 

purchased wood cleared out and removed from glen by 1 August. Marked trees, east of the burn, 

must be grubbed out by the purchaser at his expense. Before being cut, the purchaser must give the 
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seller [left blank] days’ notice as to when the purchaser is grubbing. Wood left after 1 Aug belongs 

to the seller. 

 

All oak stools under [left blank] in girth must be sawn, not cut with an axe; those axed are to be cut 

upwards with a clean cut (so as not to raggle the bark), and not in a slanting direction downwards. 

No oak is to be hosed or peeled below the level of the cut. Stools must be rounded at the top so as 

not to hold water, and must be cleared of all brushwood and rubbish, so growth is unobstructed. 

Buyer will pay 10/- per stool not cut dight [‘dressed, tidied, prepared’] and cleared. For every stool 

improperly peeled, it will be rectified at purchaser’s expense.  

 

Felling must not damage the growing wood, and while removing it, only the grass walks or cart 

tracks shall be used; do not trespass on gravel paths. If the buyer must use the gravel walks, no 

wood is to be dragged along them, and the seller will lend him a janker [log-carrying trailer], to 

convey wood along said walks. If the gravel walks, gates, fences or unsold trees are damaged, the 

buyer will pay. No horse is to graze or trespass upon the glen. Witnessed by Edward McAllum, 

forester. [NRS, GD161/20; items in box 20 not individually numbered] 

 

1851 Feb 6 - Perthshire Advertiser, p1 

‘Sale of Coppice and other Wood at Leny, near Callander; To be sold, on Thursday, the 20th day of February 

next … at Macgregor’s Inn, Callander.  

Lot 1: The wester hag, or cutting of the oak wood in the Pass of Leny.  

Lot 2: The thinnings of the oak and other woods in the Glen of Leny including some growing oak, ash, larch 

etc etc of good sizes. The different lost will be pionted out, and other particulars given, by the gardener at 

Leny.  

Leny 28th January 1851.’ 

 

1851 Aug 14 – ‘Suspension Bridge for Sale, The materials of a wooden suspension foot bridge, 60ft 

long, with iron tie rods, lately erected over the Leny near Callander, are now for sale. Apply to Mr 

Mackain, 23 Miller St, Glasgow. Stirling Observer, p1 

 

1851 Oct 7 - Specifications for trenching and draining a piece of land in Glen of Leny. This contains 

details about the extent of earth-moving carried on, and the displacement of material from one 

location to another. The ground has been distrubed to the depth of 1 foot, and top-soil is relocated 

across the site, as well as new ground levels established. The surface is re-contoured, suggesting 

the appearance is now considerably different and the area around the growing trees is left in circles 

10ft in diameter.  

 

The instructions to the contractors state: [this is a precis, not a transcript] 
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Trenching – to be done from the burn to the Wood Road and from the fence next the Balamannoch 

Park to the point where the wood has not been thinned. Trenches to be 1ft deep and 3ft broad, 

sides of each to be cut down square; the top spading of the succeeding trench to be thrown into it. 

The turf on top spading to be 6in deep. 

 

All stones, roots, brushwood and trees except those specifically marked, to be dug out as the 

trenches are carried on and thrown back on the surfaces of the ground already trenched. No trench 

to come within 10ft of those reserved trees where they are 34in in girth 3ft from the ground, nor 

nearer than 6ft when they are 16in in girth as above. These untouched circles around the trees are 

to be carefully levelled. All old dykes to be levelled and trenched as above.  

 

All old ditches or open cuts to be filled in with roots, etc, at the bottom and to have soil trenched or 

thrown on them to the depth of at least 18in, and to be brought to the general slopes or level of the 

surrounding ground. All hollows on the existing surface of the ground to be filled up with roots etc, 

the earth having been previously thrown aside – and to be covered to the depth of 18in with the 

subsoil taken from the adjoining height and top dressed with the surface soil wihich in all such cases 

is to be reserved for such top dressing and the whole to conform to the general slope or level of 

surrounding ground.  

 

At the first turn in the burn above the wooden bridge on the east side, the broken-down 

embankment dyke is to be rebuilt, to be 5ft high with a considerable batter, and copestones 9in 

high. Behind the new embankment, there will be as easy a slope as possible carried back at least to 

the square of 30ft from the top of the walls. Work is to be finished by 1 March 1852.  

   

The easter little burn is to be condied [conduited] over first of all; each side is to be trenched down 

towards it, and covered with at least 2ft of the adjoining subsoil. The top-soil is to top dress both 

banks. The opposite banks are to be united with a natural slope or curve.  

 

Drainage – to be done after the trenching. The easter little water course beginning at the entrance 

of the Wood Road and continuing down to the burn is to have a built conduit put into it. Conduit – 

paved, stone cover and sides, giving a clear space of 15in square within the drain. Paid for at so 

much the rood of 35 lineal yards. [NRS, GD161/20 – items in this box not individually numbered]  

 

1853 – 58 - Improvements and drainage at Farmston, various papers relating to this. Blasting of 

stones, removal of whins, broom and brushwood there. In 1858, further brush being removed from 

Trean Braeface is to be gutted out, and burned in heaps, and the ashes scattered over the ground as 

fertiliser.  
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1853 - The very popular excursion guide, A Week at Bridge of Allan  by Charles Roger (numerous 

editions) contains a tour of Callander, Pass of Leny and Loch Lubnaig, all heavily anecdotal and 

quoting from Sir Walter Scott’s lengthy poem, The Lady of the Lake. Scott conceived the work while 

staying at Cambusmore House. 

   

1854 April – Six male, and one female, tenants sign a letter agreeing to John Buchanan-Hamilton 

planting on Kilmahog Muir. He will afforest the ground between the road to Leny Limestone 

Quarry, and the Farmston fence or march dyke, on the south side of the road. They agree that they 

will not receive any reduction in rent for this.  

 

1854 March 10 – ‘Mansion House, Shootings and Fishings, to be let. The beautiful residence of Leny … 

built in 1846 … is thoroughly furnished. It contains dining room, drawing room, library, 7 bedrooms, 3 

dressing rooms ... housekeeper’s room, 4 servants’ rooms, servants’ hall, bath room, etc. ... The tenant may 

have ... a grass park of 9 acres. The garden contains upwards of an acre. A terraced flower garden, in which 

there is a bowling green, adjoins the house. There is one of the most beautiful glens in the highlands, close 

to the mansion house, in which there are about 2 miles of gravel walks, and through which a burn runs. The 

shootings extend over about 3,300 acres.The game consists chiefly of grouse and black game. The River 

Teith, in which there are both salmon and trout, flows along the property for … 2 miles … The Trossachs are 

within 10 miles of Leny, and the celebrated Pass of Leny, one of the great entrances into the Highlands, is 

on the property. Within 12 miles of the Dunblane Station … Leny may be reached in 4 hours from 

Edinburgh or Glasgow, and in 16 hours from London ’. Glasgow Herald 

 

 

1854 May 11 - Stirling Observer, p2; The 

paper publishes an anonymous poem, of 

dubious artistic merit, about Leny Glen 

Leny Glen 

How like a lovely Highland maid 

In gorgeous Lowland dress array’d,  

In Leny glen! – in bosom warm, 

Of shelt’ring mountain breast and arm, 

Open’d as a blooming vernal flower, 

To whence the glowing noonbeams pour. 

Hence here the bay-tree, holly, fir - 

And cedar – with all that confer 

A fresh, though sombre, evergreen 

Round all the year upon the scene, 

Are early helped to maintain 

The struggle against winter’s reign, 

By many a flower and shrub, and tree,  

Of home and foreign pedigree.  

The clumps of larch and grass-plots green,  

The lily fair of modest mien,  

The crawflower, daisy, primrose sweet,  

With joyful welcome April greet.  

Here, too, the shady trees among,  

Oft first we’ve heard the cuckoo’s song, 

Though not the very spot the muse,  

Inspir’d by nature’s fire, would choose, 

(Her fav’rite theme the scenery wild, 

By human art untouch’d – unsoil’d), 

Yet here is such a lone sweet grove, 

Aas lovers would delight to rove. 
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A polish’d walk beside a burn, 

Whose wooded banks gay flowers adorn, 

Where wooers their fond vows might breathe,  

The spreading snow-white thorn beneath;  

And in the ivy and woodbine 

See emblems of their hopes divine; 

Or, like the warbling feather’d throng,  

Their voices join in amorous song; 

Or, list’ning to the cascade’s noise, 

Might speak and muse of future joys; 

Or farther uup the glen might stray 

To gaze upon the closing day,  

Till eve from view, o’er wood and field, 

The scene so wild – so tame, had seal’d. 

Callander, April 1854. 

 

 

1855 Sept 20 – An opportunist thief, who was also a saw-sharpener, stole a saw from Leny Garden, 

where he had been ‘employed in his calling’. He was arrested at Inveraray, and has other similar 

charges. Cases such as his make people cautious in ‘giving employment to vagrants’ . Stirling 

Observer, p3. 

   

1857 March 27 - Glasgow Herald; Feus for sale on Leny estate, suitable for building villas and 

accessible for train station.  

‘Perthshire: To feu, on the Leny Estate, in the immediate vicinity of Callander, ground, affording most 

desirable sites for villas. The railway to Callander, now in the course of construction, is expected to open 

early in the summer of 1858,  

For further particulars, apply to J B Hamilton, Esq, of Leny, Callander.’ 

 

1859 Feb 17 - Stirling Observer, p3 – Sale of wood, 40 peeled oak trees at Leny; also ash crop, oak 

pitwood. 

‘Leny Grass Parks and Sale of Wood. 

The Grass Parks of Leny, about one mile from Railway Station, Callander, are to be let, for the season, by 

public roup, on Thursday the 19th of March,  for sheep grazing, with the exception of two enclosures. 

At the conclusion of the roup of the grass Parks, there will be exposed for sale, about forty oak trees, cut 

and peeled, the largest of them containing about 20 cubic feet of timber. Also, a lot of ash crops and peeled 

oak pitwood. The roup will commence near the house, at eleven o’clock am.  

Leny, 9 th Feb, 1859.’ 

 

1859 Dec 1 - Feuing of ground for villas on Leny estate, immediately below the ‘romantic and 

beautifully wooded Craig of Callander, with Trean Hill … and before it the rivers Leny and Vennachar ... 

with the plain and knoll of Little Leny between them … It is altogether a desirable situation, now that the 

railway and gas are introduced into Callander’ . A stone quarry and lime are nearby and therefore 

access and transport will be inexpensive. Stirling Observer, p3 
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1860 Feb 2 - Stirling Observer, p1. Wood for private sale; 200 larch trees, 30 years old, also 

railway-sleeper wood. The construction at Leny Feus, and increasing expansion of Callander, 

created a new local market for timber. The railway was also currently under construction, and 

enabled far quicker, cheaper access to lowland timber customers, and a great need for railway 

sleepers. Leny was selling wood for sleepers in the advert below. 

‘Growing Wood: For Sale, by Private Bargain at Leny, near Callander. 

Upwards of 200 larch trees, sleeper wood, and fine quality. About 7 acres of larch wood, 30 years old. The 

wood is from one to tow miles form the Callander Railway Station. William Langlands, gardner at Leny, will 

show the wood and conditions of sale; and sealed offers will be received till the first of March next, by J B 

Hamilton Esq, Leny, by Callander.  

Leny, 25th January, 1860.’  

 

1860 April 10 - Glasgow Herald; Leny grouse shootings to let, protected, well stocked; house not 

for lease.  

‘Perthshire. Grouse Shootings to Let. The grouse shootings of Leny and Ardchullery, near Callander, in the 

County of Perth, extending to about 6,000 acres, are to be let on lease. They have been carefully protected 

for years, and are well stocked with game. They are easy of access, the Railway Station at Callander being 

within a mile of the ground. There is no house attached to the ground; but accommodatin can be had at 

several of the farm houses, and lodgings can be procured at Callander, whre the hotels also are good and 

commodious.  

For further particulars, apply to Messrs Gibson-Craig, Dalziel and Brodie, WS, 5 Thistle Street, Edinburgh, 

or to J B Hamilton Esq, Leny, Callander, NB. 7 April 1860.’ 

 

1862 March 6 - Stirling Observer, p1 [the rails referred to are fence rails; gean is a cherry tree]. 

‘Roup of Grass Parks and Cut Wood, at Leny near Callander, on Saturday 22d March. 

The Grass Parks are well watered and fanced, and are fine early grass. They are for sheep and cattle 

grazing. The Wood consists of heavy oak and ash; slot and spoke wood in lengths; larch and Scotch fir 

sleepers and prop wood; spruce, gean, birch and other round wood and a quanity of fire wood.  

 

Most of the prop wood is well adapted for rails and other country purposes, being whole trees. The whole of 

the wood is of good quality, and is worthy [of] the attention of wood merchants, wrights, etc, etc. It is cut, 

and dragged to situations convenient for loading, and is chiefly within a mile of the Callander Railway 

Station.  

 

Terms for the wood, cash. The roup of Grass Parks will begin at Leny Lodge, at 3 pm, and of the wood at the 

Pass of Leny, a little beyond the two-mile stone, at half past 12 noon.  

Peter Eadie, Auctioneer, leny, Callander, 24 th Feb 1862.’ 
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1862 - Paper on the geology of Callander and Pass of Leny gives detailed account of Leny 

Limestone. James Nicol, ‘On the Geological Structures of the Southern Grampians’, Proc Geol Soc 

London  19 (1863), 180-209. The details of general historic quarrying [ie not the 19th century 

limestone quarry] include: ‘On the hills to the east of the Pass of Leny, limestone has been quaried for a 

long period. The excavations follow the outcrop … across the ridge of the hill’. [Section of the exposed 

abandoned workings illustrated]. The contemporary, or 19th century Leny Limestone Quarry 

[leased by lime-burners J & J Buchanan] is also described: ‘The limestone is better seen in the quarry 

now being wrought, where it is 15ft thick, and devided into several thin, curved and irregular beds … [red 

shales and black porphyry layers intermixed with limestone] Limestone has also been sought in vain in 

the low ground, as the quarries opened high on the mountains are very inconvenient’. 

 

1863 June 29 – Robert Patterson, land valuator, Stirling, receives £22/10/- as six months’ salary as 

overseer of the estates of Leny, Bardowie and Spittal [NRS, GD161/20, Factor’s Accounts 1863-4, 

p16] 

 

1863 Nov 11 – Rental of Trean and Balmeanoch Farms, paid by James Robertson, for six months’ 

rent to Martinmas 1862 (11 November), at £90, but – the following comments are made: 

1. deduction for 2 pieces of ground, totalling over 43 acres, taken off by Mr Hamilton, at 

£11/9/11½d  

2. deduction for muir ground taken off for planting, lying between Glen of Leny and Strong 

Plantation, at £1/5/- 

3. deduction for 3 acres, 3 roods 21 poles 18¾ yds2 cut off Trean by the new dyke on the north side 

of Balmanno Park, @ 30/- per acre, totalling £2/18/3 

4. deduction for piece of ground measuring 37 acres, 24 roods, 3 poles cut off for planting, on Trean 

brae-face at 2/6d per acre, totalling £2/6/6½d. 

6. deduction for piece of ground measuring 1 rood, 7 falls, 19 ells @ 7/6d per acre, totalling 1/1½d 

Deductions in all total £17/19/    ½d 

Add in the interest @ 5% for drainage, improvements, threshing mill, improving brae-face of Trean 

= 310/11/4 

So rent with adjustments totals = £82/10/5½d. [NRS, GD161/20, Factor’s Accounts 1863-4, p27] 

 

1863 Nov 11 – Rental of meal mill, and mill lands of Leny, rented by Thomas Hamilton, annual rent 

£46 [NRS, GD161/20, Factor’s Accounts 1863-4, p27] 

 

1863 Nov 11 – Rental of wool and waulk mill and land attached, by Alexander and Andrew 

MacDonald – rent noted; other tenants including Isaac Buchanan in Lower Woodend, who had a 90 

year lease from Whitsun 1820. He had a ‘small corner taken off for planting’ for which his rent was 

reduced by 3/-. 
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Leny Lime Quarry was rented by John Buchanan, but he had sub-let it to Isaac Buchanan in Lower 

Woodend, for 15 years from 1848. The annual rental for the quarry was £3/7/8d. Isaac paid a 6 

monthly ‘lordship’, or additional fee common in mineral leases, of: 

14/- for 2 large lime kilns 14/- 

9/4d for 4 small lime kilns - total £1/3/4d. 

There was also a sawmill at Kilmahog, but it was un-let in November 1863.  

[NRS, GD161/20, Factor’s Accounts 1863-4, p28] 

 

1863 Nov 16 –  Leny factors receive £140 from Andrew Glover, for renting Leny and Ardchullarie 

shootings. [NRS, GD161/20, Factor’s Accounts 1863-4, p16] 

 

1867 July 11 – ‘Pass of Leny: This romantic cascade … during last spring … kept up its graver and deeper 

notes … louder than usual. Whether … it intended to show that it could compete with the coming train in 

noise and speed … now the Pass seems greatly reconciled to the railway. In sight of the Pass, a gigantic 

bridge of 149ft span is in progress … another bridge of 130ft span crosses the Leny and about 200yds 

beyond … another bridge of 70ft span is finished. The last mentioned is … [for] the farms on the south side 

of the Lubnaig … The iron work [is] by Young, Carrington & Co, London … These gigantic bridges and quite 

in keeping with the romantic scenery … these bridges … are in every way worthy of its stream. ’ Stirling 

Observer  

  

1867 July 25 – ‘Callander and Oban Railway, progress Report: In consequence of the stormy … weather, 

which prevailed during the winter … little progress was made in the contstruction of the Callander and 

Oban Railway. During the last three months, however, the works have been pushed rapidly forward, 

notwithstanding the deep and hard rock cuttings in many places. In the Pass of Leny and all along the line 

to Lochearnhead … 14 miles, the works … have been difficult to construct [due to] the rugged and uneven 

… ground. … It is expected that the railway will be opened from Callnder to Lochearnhead in [the next] two 

years’ . Stirling Observer, p5  

 

1867 Oct 17 –  The rarely documented origins of a local legend, and growth of a rural ‘urban myth’, 

as a dog’s grave becomes tinker’s grave! Early psychogeography? ‘Some years ago the following 

incident … took place at the farm of Annie … Alex Cameron, gamekeeper at Leny and also … on Annie, on 

his round ... saw some water fowls … and raised his gun to shoot them. … between him and [his] object … 

stood an old stone wall, and his … black retriever dog … leapt up upon the wall … and poor ‘Kelvin’ … was 

shot through the head … With a very sad countenance he made his appearance at the farmhouse and … ot 

a spade and made a grave for poor Kelvin at the roadside … raising a little mound over his tomb, and 

placing a stone at each end. … The small, lonely unconsecrated grave, should, in a few years be still farther 

humanised … and be visited by hundreds as the ‘tinker’s grave’ … and the little mound be known by that 
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name for … miles around. Who the genius was that transformed Kelvin to a human … is not known … [The 

tinker’s] his grave was not made for him, but he was made [up], for it.’ Stirling Observer, p5 

 

1870 Jan 26 - Glasgow Herald  

‘Wood for Sale by Private Bargain at Leny, near Callander. 

Growing wood – About 450 larch trees, in a clump, fit for sleepers, telegraph polls, fencing wood, etc; about 

50 Scotch and spruce fir trees, of full siz e.  

Cut wood – A quantity of spruce, Scotch fir, and larch prop wood; a few well-grown ash trees, etc etc. Apply 

to Mr Patterson, Brucehill of Cardross, by Stirling. The gardener at Leny will show the wood. 18th January, 

1870.’ 

 

1874 Jan 21 - Glasgow Herald  

‘Oak Coppice: There will be exposed to sale, by pulic roup, within the Golden Lion Hotel, Stirling, on Friday 

the 13 th day of February next … the oak coppice in the Pass of Leny – the property of J B Hamilton 

Buchanan, Esq. The coppice is grown in an enclosure of 170 acres of thereby, within two miles of Callander 

Railway Station, and is well known for its fine quality of bark.  

The gardener at Leny will point out the wood to intending purchasers, and conditions of sale can be 

learned on application to the proprietor at Leny, by Callander; or to Mr Patterson, Brucehill of Cardross, 

Stirling. Leny, Callander, 8 th January, 1874.’ 

 

1897 - ‘Lubnaig: On the east side the road winds among woods of hazel, pine and birth close to the 

water’s edge’, ‘The Lochs and Rivers of Scotland, No 71: Perthshire’, Fishing Gazette, June 12 1897, 

412.  

 

1903 May 16 - Death of John Buchanan Hamilton of Leny and Bardowie (1822-1903), at Leny 

House, aged 82. He was the son of Dr Francis Hamilton the botanist, and had inherited the estate as 

a child in 1829. Buchanan Hamilton’s obituary states ‘He still made a daily visit to … Callander … He 

was chairman of the Parockial Board since … 1855. ’ He was succeeded by his son, John Hamilton 

Buchanan CA, an accountant in Edinburgh [the surname order has been changed by John junior, 

possibly for professional reasons as an accountant]. Scotsman, 19 May 1903, 8.  

 

1913 - Edward Murray-Buchanan [future heir to Leny, see 1919 Jan 14] married Jean Carmichael, 

on 9 Oct 1913 (she died in 1952). Their daughters were  Euphema Cecilia b1915, Margaret Avril 

b1917, Phoebe Aeonie b1923. Murray-Buchanan served in the Black Watch during WW1. 

 

1918 Apr 26 - Royal Scottish Academy Exhibition held at Edinburgh. There was ‘a comparative 

paucity of the works of modern artists, due to the exigencies of wartime conditions … There are 

comparatively few khaki [military uniform] portraits. Wartime sentiment … is manifested in … ‘War-Time 
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Timber’ by G Ogilvy Reid, RSA, depicting a busy scene in tree felling in Leny Wood’. Aberdeen Press and 

Journal. 

 

1918 Aug 2 – ‘Those who knew in pre-war days the glorious panorama from Callander Bridge up the Teith 

to the Pass of Leny – enshrined … by Scott in the ‘Lady of the Lake’ … will regret to learn that … war cannot 

spare … Scottish scenery. The ever-increasing necessity for home timber supplies has led to the stripping of 

some of the hill-faces of their glorious wooded garb, and even the popular ‘Crags’ at Callander have not 

escaped.’ Stirling Observer, p2 

 

1919 Jan 14 – Death of John Hamilton-Buchanan CA, laird of Leny and Bardowie [he had reversed 

his father’s surname of Buchanan Hamilton]. He passed away at Doune Terrace, Edinburgh, the 

family’s town house. He was the chief of the Clan Buchanan, and a former president of the 

Buchanan Society. In business he was a partner of accountants Howden & Buchanan, and a director 

of the Commercial Bank and the North British Rubber Co. Dundee Evening Telegraph, 16 January 

1919, p3. 

 

1919 Jan – According to John Hamilton-Buchanan’s will, because he had no surviving sons, the 

Leny estate was bequeathed to his cousin, Captain Edward Mackenzie Murray. In May 1919, the 

latter officially added ‘Buchanan’ to his surname (Scotsman 10 May 1919, 1). E M 

Murray-Buchanan (1874-1953) was the son of Mackenzie Murray, from Angus, and in 1913, he 

married Jean Carmichael. They had three daughters. During WW1, Murray-Buchanan served in the 

Black Watch, and later became a JP.  

 

1919 Feb 12 – Mistaken rumours! This was a premature assumption by the writer, and proved to 

be false. Society gossip magazine ‘The Tatler’ wrongly says of Leny estate, ‘To them that have shall be 

given! … Sir Robert Buchanan Jardine, the sporting baronet, who is already very rich [succeeds to] Leny 

estates ... [from] his uncle, Mr J Hamilton Buchanan ’. Jardine, of Castlemilk estate in Dumfriesshire, 

also inherited ‘over two million, made principally in the great China trading firm of Jardine, Matheson & 

Co ’. [The Tatler, Feb 12 1919, p12]. Jardine did not inherit his maternal uncle’s estate, and Edward 

Murray [later Murray-Buchanan] was designated heir.  

 

1940 April 24 – [Euphemia] Cecilia Murray-Buchanan, heiress to Leny, married Major Francis W 

Clark of Ulva, Argyllshire, at Callander. He was an officer in the Argylls. [The Scotsman, 25 April 

1940 p5] 

 

1942 Birth of Frances, to Cecilia (nee Murray Buchanan), and Major Francis Clark. He is a serving 

officer in the Black Watch. 
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1944 - Maj Francis W Clark, of Ulva, Argyllshire dies of wounds after the assault on Monte Casino. 

A Black Watch officer, he was on attachment to the Commandos. At first he had been posted 

missing and his death was only confirmed to his widow, Cecilia, weeks later. [Dundee Courier 28 

Feb 1944, p2; Stirling Observer 10 April 1945, p6]. 

 

1954 – Sale of part of Leny Woods to Forestry Commission. 

 

1956 Dec 22 – Death of the landowner, Edward Mackenzie Murray-Buchanan, of Leny, JP, born 

1874, died aged 82. He had three daughters, Cecilia, Avril and Phoebe. The succession to Leny 

Estate has not been followed after this date. 

 

The ownership of Leny Estate has not been traced after this date.  
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Acc.10497 Wade.58m = Wade, George (Engineer), Sketch and description of proposed roads from 

Callander and Loch Tay to Fort William and Appin, including mileages, names of inns, [Undated; 

c1724-45?], 1 manuscript map ; 528 x 757 mm, Shelfmark Acc.10497 Wade.58m, at 

https://maps.nls.uk/view/00001162  

 

Historic Environment Scotland (HES) 
 

MS 725/129 = Cullen, I and Tompsett, G 1997 Loch Katrine. An archaeological survey of woodlands 

around Loch Katrine for West of Scotland Water, GUARD Archaeology, [Achray Ironworks is item 

No 76], HES Cat No: MS 725/129, at  http://canmore.org.uk/collection/360635  

 

Canmore ID 23915 = Achray, Ironworks and Dam(s), undated, Site No NN40NE 1, Canmore 

ID 23915, NGR NN 4950 0647; Aberfoyle Parish; Permalink http://canmore.org.uk/site/23915  

Archaeology - An ironworks, c1724, is traditionally located on river between Loch Katrine and Loch 

Achray. Charcoal made from adjacent birchwood. Two large hammers, with water-powered levers, 

visible c1910. Two dams were recorded in 1997 at NN 4950 0647 and NN 4964 0648 by GUARD 

(NMRS MS 725/129) during a survey They stand c 2m high, both boulder-breached, built of 

boulders.  I Cullen and G Tompsett (GUARD) 7 to 12 January 1997; NMRS MS 725/129, no.76 

Cullen and Tompsett, I and G (1997) 'Loch Katrine Survey (Aberfoyle; Buchanan; Callander 

parishes), desktop and walk-over survey', Discovery Excav Scot 1997, 77-78 

 

Canmore ID 72294 = Stirling/ Tyndrum/ Fort William Military Road (W from Callander to 

Kilmahog, S of Leny House), 18th cent, Site No NN60NW 50, Canmore ID 72294; NGR - NN 6499 

0671 to NN 6000 0879;  

Permalink http://canmore.org.uk/site/72294;  

NN60NW 50.00 6499 0671 to 6000 0879. MR 8 

NN 6499 0671 - NN 6000 0879 Course of military road shown by Roy (1747-55). 

NN 6499 0671 - NN 6494 0680 Modern road on line. 

NN 6494 0680 - NN 6488 0685 Old road blocked. Bypassed by new road. 

NN 6488 0685 - NN 6119 0824 Modern road on line. 

NN 6151 0817 - ?Bridge of Leny (NN60NW 50.01) in this area - Roy (1747-55). No trace of old 

bridge now. 

NN 6119 0824 - NN 6103 0831 Access road on line of military road, bypassed by new road. 

NN 6103 0831 - NN 6000 0879 Modern road on line. 

The military road passes through Callander heading WNW towards the Pass of Leny. 
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Canmore ID 72296 = Stirling/ Tyndrum/ Fort William Military Road, 18th cent, Site No NN50NE 9, 

Canmore ID 72296; NGR - NN 5999 0878 to NN 5882 0999; 

Permalink http://canmore.org.uk/site/72296;   

NN50NE 9 5999 0878 to 5882 0999. MR 8 

NN 5999 0878 - NN 5855 0999 Course of military road shown by Roy (1747-55). 

NN 5999 0878 - NN 5877 0922 Modern road on line of military road. 

NN 5877 0922 - NN 5881 0952 Slight terrace and bank on west side suggests course of road. 

NN 5881 0952 - NN 5884 0979 Wall on west side of stream probably west wall of road. 

NN 5884 0979 - NN 5881 0985 No trace. 

NN 5881 0985 - NN 5882 0999 Access road on line of possible line of road. 

Mainly overlain by the A84 through Pass of Leny. Small section of old road visible. Short distance S 

of St. Bride's Chapel, military road heads off E. Discrepancy between Roy’s mapped route 

(1747-55) and OS map, from NN 5877 0922, where later observers trace the military road heading 

off to the E of the modern road, whereas Roy's route suggests a line shared by the modern road. 

 

Canmore ID 72297 = Stirling/ Tyndrum/ Fort William Military Road (near Anie, on Loch Lubnaig), 

18th cent, 

Site No NN51SE 6, Canmore ID 72297, NGR - NN 5882 1000 to NN 5650 1499; Permalink   

http://canmore.org.uk/site/72297;  

NN51SE 6.00 5882 1000 to 5650 1499 

NN 5885 1000 - NN 5650 1499 course of military road shown by Roy (1747-55). 

NN 5882 1000 - NN 5880 1008 road visible as occupation road. 

NN 5862 1070 - NN 5650 1499 modern road on line of military road. 

Initially the military road heads over a wooded hillock, passes Anie, and descends to the line now 

followed by the A84, linking with it at a point … at the S end of Loch Lubnaig. … The modern road 

overlies it up the lochside. Regimental stone at Laggan Farm, (NN51SE 6.01) at NN c. 566 147, 

dated 1769 for the 4th Regiment (the King's Own Royal Regiment). Discrepancy road-line shown 

by Roy going N to NN 5862 1070 (now the A84), and line recorded by the OS in 1969 and 1976, 

which is a track to the E.  

National Records of Scotland (NRS) 
 

E738/1/1 - Forfeited Estate of Arnprior, Rentals; Tenants’ testimonies as to written and oral leases; 

rents in cash and kind, for Arnprior, Leny and Strathyre. Surveyor Francis Grant, written 27 July 

1748 

 

E738/1/3 (2) Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Summary rental of estate of Francis Buchanan of 

Arnpryor, tables of gross rents of Arnprior, Leny and Strathyre, produce, cash equivalents. Aug 

1748 
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E738/8/1 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Status of creditors’ claims on estate, valuation of woodlands 

c1761-1763 

   

E738/8/2 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Wood auction price 1757, valuation of Strathyre woods in 

Jan 1763  

 

E738/9/1 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Valuation report for Court of Session, Dec 1768; shows 

financial claims (dismissed and sustained), creditors as at Dec 1752; respective sums of money 

awarded 

 

E738/9/2 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Certified valuation of lands of Francis Buchanan, list of 

proven creditors ranked, Elizabeth’s annuity (as in 1752); signed by Court of Session 4 Feb 1769 

 

E738/47/1-2 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: letters to Commissioners from George Nicolson; 

damage to woods of Strathyre; retaining competent forester and submitting accounts 1763. 

 

E738/51/1 (1) Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: John Buchanan, Bochastle, petitions for extension to 

Strathyre wood contract, Mar 1760 

 

E738/51/1 (2) Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Factor Monteath supports Bochastle’s contract delay, 

Mar 1760 

 

E738/51/2 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Forester Archibald Buchanan requests pay rise, Jan-Feb 

1781 

 

E738/51/3 (1) Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Baron Court at Callander, Strathyre Woods damaged, 

Jul 1763 

 

E738/58/1 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Report by factor Wm Monteath, on Barony of Strathyre, 

Nov 1755 

 

E738/59/1 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: G Nicolson, gardener, surveys Arnprior Woods, Kippen, 

Feb 1782 

 

E738/59/2 Forfeited Estate of Arnprior: Draft articles of roup of of Strathyre Woods, 16 Aug 1757 
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FC7/9 Forestry Commission: Strathyre Forest History and Working Plan: Scottish Conservancy 

West; 1934-1951 (management, silviculture, species, topography, roads). 

 

GD58/1/2 Carron Company: Printed copy of sederunt book containing copies of articles of 

co-partnery of 1760 and 1771. 

 

GD58/2/1/1 Carron Company: General Court 1760-74, with resolutions [Board of Directors’ 

meetings]  

 

GD58/2/1/2 Carron Company: General Court 1775-1812, with resolutiosn [Board of Directors’ 

meetings]  

 

GD58/6/1/1 Carron Company: Letter Book (1st series) 1759-1761, including manager’s 6-monthly 

reports, and departmental progress reviews 

 

GD161/Box 1, Un-numbered items include volume, Buchanan of Leny Inventory of Writs’, covering 

material in Buchanan of Leny papers, catalogued as GD161/Boxes 1-15. 

  

GD161/20 – Buchanan of Leny Papers: Miscellaneous items which are individually numbered, 

include: Articles of roup of thinning oaks in Glen of Leny, 20 Feb 1851; Factor’s Accounts Mar 

1863- Mar 1864 (30 pages); Trenching and draining specifications land in Glen of Leny, 7 Oct 1851; 

Factor’s Accounts dated 6 Feb 1801; Rent reduction at Farmston, 1848.  

 

GD161/21/1- Buchanan of Leny Papers: Legal submission for settling heirs of Francis Buchanan of 

Arnprior, preparatory to return of properties by Commissioners on Annexed Estates, 1785; some 

genealogical details 

 

GD161/21/3 - Buchanan of Leny Papers: Account Book, Factor William Blacklock with Dr Hamilton 

of Bardowie’s Trustees, for rents of Spittal, Leny and Bardowie, 1829-37  

 

GD161/24/Bundle 2 - Buchanan of Leny: Contract between Colin Buchanan of Leny and John and 

Robert Graham of Blaircessnock, cutting Leny woods 12 Feb 1734 (mis-dated 1784). [68 

un-numbered items] 

  

GD161/24/Bundle 2 - Buchanan of Leny: Discharge by Francis Buchanan of Arnpryor to John and 

Robert Graham, of 20,0000 merks, the price of the wood of Lenny; 30 Dec 1740. [Among 68 

un-numbered items] 
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GD220/6/580/1 - Contract between Duke of Montrose, and Donald Govan et al of cutting 

Sallochies Wood, Buchanan Parish, 16 Jan 1711. 

 

GD220/6/580/3 Memo by Montrose to Mungo Graham of Gorthie re cutting woods of Monteith, 

12 Nov. 1717 

 

GD220/6/580/4 Contract between Duchess of Montrose and James Forester and John 

Williamson, re cutting wood of Mugdock, 23 Mar 1717 

 

GD220/6/580/5 Contract between Duke of Montrose and John Irvine and John Smith, cutting 

woods in Monteith, 17 April 1718 

 

GD220/6/580/6 Contract between Duke of Montrose and John Smith, cutting woods in Monteith, 

9 Oct 1718 

 

GD220/6/580/7 Contr`act between Duke of Montrose and James Forester, cutting Ledlewan and 

Quinloch Woods (near Killearn), 12 Jan 1720 

 

GD220/6/580/11 Contract between Duke of Montrose and Alexander Wright yr of Powside, 

cutting woods of Blairinross [Blairanrois] and Craigmuck, at Lochard, 11 and 13 Jan 1728 

 

GD220/6/580/12 Articles of roup of cutting Kincardine Woods, property of Duke of Montrose, 14 

May 1729 

 

GD220/6/30 – Montrose Muniments: Cash book F, 1721-9, estate and household accounts at 

Buchanan, etc.  

 

RH15/120/91 Papers relating to iron-mill in Monteith (the Iron Forge Company, or Achray 

Ironworks), 1722-38, including , including state of partners’s accounts 1738; instructions to clerk 

and about forge, 1723; John Wilson’s orders for supplies, 28 Aug 1724; Teind discharge from Rev 

Wm Fisher at Aberfoyle, 10 June 1723 

 

RHP1442/1/1, Map of Leny Estate of J Hamilton Buchanan; Joshua Bailey, Surveyor, 1843; 

Coloured. Scale 1:3,200; North-eastern extremities and upland part of estate. See complete report.   

 

RHP1442/1/2, Map of Leny Estate of J Hamilton Buchanan; Joshua Bailey, Surveyor, 1843; 

Coloured. Table of contents, acreages of farms, plantation, moor. Quarry, limekilns. Scale 1:3,200; 
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South-western portion including Leny House and Policies, Kilmahog, River Teith. See complete 

report.   

 

RHP1442/1/1, Map of the estate of Leny, property of John Hamilton Buchanan Esquire; Joshua 

Bailey, Surveyor, 1843; Coloured. Table of contents giving acreages of farms.  

Estate plan showing Leny House and policies including Trean and Drumardoch farms. Field 

boundaries with acreages and land use - arable, pasture, plantation and moor. Woodland Cottage, 

lime kilns, quarry, sheep fold and cemetery noted. Relief by grey wash. Coloured. Table of contents 

giving acreages of arable, pasture and hill by farms. Compass rose 

 

RHP1442/1/2 Map of the estate of Leny, property of John Hamilton Buchanan Esquire; Joshua 

Bailey, Surveyor, 1843; Coloured. Table of contents giving acreages of farms. Map of the estate of 

Leny, the property of John Hamilton Buchanan, Esquire'. By Joshua Bailey, surveyor. 

[1:3200] 1in = 4 chains;  

 

Estate plan showing Leny House and policies including Trean and Drumardoch farms. Field 

boundaries with acreages and land use - arable, pasture, plantation and moor. Woodland Cottage, 

lime kilns, quarry, sheep fold and cemetery noted. Relief by grey wash. Coloured. Table of contents 

giving acreages of arable, pasture and hill by farms. Compass rose. Architectural plans showing 

Leny House, 1845 - RHP1443/1-8 
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